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1. 1  The Council Decision 89/286/EEC  1 of 17  April  1989,  confirmed  and  extended by 
Council Decision 94/5/EC2 of 20 December 1993, relating to the main phase of the 
Strategic  Programme  for  Innovation  and  Technology  Transfer  1989-1994 
("SPRINT") required in Art. 8 that the Commission shall  submit,  on completion of 
the programme, a report on the programme's execution and results to the European 
Parliament, the Council and the Economic and Social Committee 
1.2.  The Commission appointed a panel of  independent experts to undertake this review 
under the  chairmanship  of Mr.  Chabbal.  The  Panel  presented  its  report  to  the 
Commission on the 11th of  November 1994. The report was presented in December 
1994 to the Committee of the Programme who positively received and endorsed it 
in  its  main  findings  and  recommendations.  The complete Panel  Evaluation Report 
and its findings are attached under Annex A,  including the mandate of  the Panel and 
its composition 
1.3  In  establishing the report, the Panel has taken into account the SPRINT Mid-Term 
Report  and  evaluations  of specific  action  lines  under  SPRINT,  such  as  for  the 
networks of research and technology organizations, for consultancy networks or for 
specific  projects  (see  list  in  Annex  B).  The  experience  made  under  the  Value 
Programme for the exploitation of results and the Panel Evaluation Report for this 
programme presented to the Commission on 3 June 1994 were also considered.  In 
addition,  the  Panel  examined  the  coherence of the  SPRINT  experience  with  the 
approach to innovation and with the objectives stated in  the work programme for 
the  Specific  Programme  for  the  Dissemination  and  Optimisation  of Results  of 
Activities in the field  of RTD, including Demonstration, the 3rd Activity of the 4th 
Framework Programme. 
1.4  The  present  report  is  organised  as  follows:  Section  2  summarises  the  SPRINT 
programme and its main components. Section 3 presents the overall assessment of 
the  programme  in  the  light  of the  main  findings  and  conclusions  of the  Panel 
Evaluation Report. Finally, section 4 gives the Panel's detailed analysis of the main 
elements of the SPRINT Programme together with the opinion of the Commission 
on this analysis. 
II  Main objectives and instruments of the SPRINT Programme 
2.1  The  main  phase of SPRINT  had  the following  objectives  assigned  by  the  above 
mentioned Council Decision: 
10JWL112,25.4.1989,p.12. 
2 OJ W  L6, 8.1.1994, p.  25. -to  strengthen  the  innovative  capacity  of European  producers  of goods  and 
services, with a view to the 1992 Single Market; 
- to  promote  rapid  penetration  by  new  technologies  and  the  dissemination  of 
innovation throughout the economic fabric of  the Community; 
- to enhance the effectiveness and coherence of existing instruments and policies, 
whether  regional,  national  or Community-wide,  in  the field  of innovation  and 
technology transfer. 
'}  '}  In  order to achieve these objectives, the activities developed under the programme 
addressed innovation activities that are not only based on research and technology, 
but also linked to managerial skills and business practices. Not only the application 
of new research results in  high-tech sectors, but also the introduction of advanced 
but  proven technologies in  traditional  industries  was pursued.  A  special  attention 
was paid to SMEs as the main ultimate target group for the programme. 
2.3  In  line with the above objectives and specific priorities, and endowed with a budget 
of Mecu 113  for  a period of five  years,  SPRINT concentrated its efforts on three 
mam areas: 
the  development  of innovation  support  services  and  their  corresponding 
European infrastructure.  This was considered particularly relevant for SMEs, 
which typically rely much more than large companies on outside expertise for 
their innovation and technology acquisition.  Since the quality and availability 
of such  services  is  a  crucial  element  for  the  innovation  process,  SPRINT 
attempted  to  promote  the  cross-border  exchange  of experience,  facilitate 
Europe  wide  cooperation  patterns  between  such  services  and  set  up  a 
corresponding organizational infrastructure at European level. 
the  demonstration of intra-Community technology transfer and  technology 
acquisition.  Here,  activities  were  set  up  to  enhance  the  demonstration 
capability  of actual  intra-Community  technology  transfer  projects,  and  the 
identification,  development and  demonstration of best management practices 
therein. 
the  improvement  of knowledge  on  the  innovation  process,  systems  and 
policies at Community, national and regional levels. This was to contribute to 
the effectiveness and coherence of innovation policies, through the collection 
of reliable data and information about innovation activities and processes, the 
refinement  of  the  conceptual  framework  and  the  reinforcement  of  the 
exchange of experience between policy  makers and entities of relevance for 
innovation  and  diffusion  of technologies  (European  Innovation  Monitoring 
System - ElMS). 
2.4  Within each of the above lines,  a broad range of initiatives was implemented.  The 
Panel presented and analysed each of them in detail in Annex 1 of  the report. 
34.:< Ill.  0\terall assessment of the programme 
3.1  The frame of  reference for a Community Programme for Innovation Support 
Before engaging in the evaluation of  the SPRINT Programme the Panel considered it 
necessary to define the frame of reference for a Community Innovation programme. 
According to them the following factors must be kept in mind: 
•  the difference between research policy, aiming at the creation of new knowledge, 
and innovation policy, oriented towards the application of knowledge that is  new 
to the applier; 
•  the necessary systems approach of  innovation policy, consisting in stimulating the 
multiple interactions between innovation actors, and guaranteeing the complete, 
complementary and coherent character of  the measures; 
•  the  relevance  of an  SME  oriented  innovation  policy,  strongly  based  on  the 
demand from SMEs, being implemented through structures close to these SMEs, 
in  particular  at  regional  level.  This  policy  lays  emphasis  on  the  diffusion  of 
existing technologies, a process linked to the absorptive capacity of firms. 
The  Commission  shares  this  analysis  of  the  frame  conditions  for  innovation 
supporting  programmes,  and  considers  the  main  orientations  of  the  SPRINT 
programme to have been in line with these requirements. 
3.2  Overall conclusions on SPRINT and recommendations 
The overall conclusion of  the Panel on SPRINT is positive. In its view the objecti\'es 
of the Council Decision were pursued effectively given the allocated  resource".  and 
the programme corresponds well to the tasks of  an innovation programme 
Although  not exempt from  imperfections,  SPRINT is  seen to have  been an  original 
and  v·ell  adapted tool to assist  SMEs of all  types  in  their innovation  process:  the 
experimental character of SPRINT did  allow a large range of solutions to be tested, 
and  an  original  process of reflection - experimentation,  evaluation  and  diffusion  of 
knowledge was set up under the programme. Furthermore, a large number of actors 
of relevance  for  innovation  processes  found  in  SPRINT  a  European  frame  for 
cooperation and interaction which they lacked before. 
With respect to future Community policies,  innovation and technology diffusion  are 
considered by  the Panel to be of highest priority  . The diffusion of technologies to 
traditional sectors is  seen to be more important than the massive production of new 
technologies which would benefit the high tech sector exclusively. 
3.3  The Panel also gives a favorable answer to the questions submitted in its mandate : 
•  The SPRINT  programme did  pursue the objectives  set  out by  the decision  of 
17.4.1989; 
4q •  --Innovation  and  technological  diffusion  policies  are  still  relevant  today,  in 
particular for  diffusion to traditional sectors,  and  the  policy set up  by  SPRINT 
adapts well to these constraints and objectives; 
•  Whilst  improvements  are  necessary  in  the  working  procedures,  the  overall 
working process is considered as very healthy by the Panel, who recommends its 
main characteristics to be kept. 
3.4  Some weaknesses are identified by the Panel in: 
•  visibility ofthe working process ofthe programme; 
•  dissemination of  results; 
•  catalytic role for regional and national scale innovation actions; 
•  interactions with other services of  the Commission. 
3. 5  These  points  are  further  taken  up  in  the  Panel's  recommendations  concerning  the 
composition of  a future programme and its action modes : 
•  the choice of new actions should be made more transparent; 
•  the programme should develop explicit mechanisms for reviewing, renewing and 
discarding actions; 
•  targeting SMEs would have to be improved by developing a typology of SMEs, 
based on terms of  innovation demand; 
•  besides support for intermediaries, direct intervention in  favor of SMEs in  some 
areas is recommended; 
•  the  choice  of ElMS  themes  should  be  done  in  closer  association  with  other 
interested Commission Services; 
•  methodological  aspects  of  pilot  schemes,  like  definition  of objectives  and 
evaluation, should be strengthened; 
•  new methods for dissemination of results should be studied and applied; 
•  in  general,  interaction  mechanisms  between  the  3rd  Activity  and  other 
Community programmes should be set in place; 
•  the statutory staff dedicated to the programme should be increased. 
Whenever relevant these points have been addressed by  the Commission in  the design of 
the work programme for the Specific Programme for Dissemination and Optimization of 
Results of Activities in the field of  R  TD and will  be pursued during its implementation as 
appropriate. 
sa lV De.tailed analysis of the main elements of the SPRINT proeramme 
Next to the above overall assessment of the Programme, the Panel did apply a new 
and interesting model in view to assess in detail the main elements of  the Programme 
as  well  as  its  suitability  to  meet  the  objectives  of the  3rd  Activity  of the  4th 
Framework Programme. 
4. 1 Analysis of  means of  action and methods applied 
The  working  method  set  up  by  SPRINT  is  characterized ,by  the  following  cycle 
combining reflection, experimentation, evaluation and dissemination : 
+  First, an initial reflection 
+  Second, confirmation through experimentation and evaluation; 
+  Then,  building up of human networks,  in  the form  of macro or mini  networks, 
achieving thus a large multiplication effect ofthe measures. 
+  Analysis of  the results and identification of  lessons learnt. 
+  Finally, appropriate dissemination of  selected results and good practices. 
The Commission considers this rather formalized  description of SPRINT's methods 
by the Panel basically in  line with its practice.  These methods however are not the 
goal,  but  an  approach to achieve  wider  objectives  in  an  efficient  way,  taking  into 
account experiences of  the partners in the innovation process. 
4. 2  Analysis by categories of  actors 
The Panel considers SPRINT to have involved a wide range of actors which are of 
relevance for SME innovation.  However, in their opinion, more attention should be 
paid  to a  number of intermediaries,  such  as  consultants in  IPR,  technology specif1c 
Technological  Resource  Centers,  financial  partners  for  innovative  SMEs,  regional 
infrastructures. 
In addition, the Panel considers that Community activities should extend their focus 
beyond collaboration between SMEs and include the interaction between technology 
suppliers  or  users,  in  particular  between  SMEs  and  large  firms,  and  on  the 
collaboration between innovation services for SMEs. 
T~e Commission  is  aware  of the  fact  that  there  was  only  partial  coverage  of 
intermediaries  and  SME collaborative  structures.  Essentially,  this  was due  to  the 
limited  resources  available  and  to  the  need  to  concentrate  on  a  limited  range  of 
experimental and pilot activities.  Under the 3rd Activity efforts will  be extended in 
particular in  two fields : co-operation with regional policy initiatives and instruments 
for innovation finance.  Special attention will be paid to systematic efforts in  research 
and in Community-wide statistics on innovation activities, in particular of SMEs. 4.3  Analysis by objectives 
The  Panel  examined  the  actiVIties  with  respect  to  their  suitability  to  meet  the 
objectives laid down in the Work programme ofthe 3rd Activity: 
•  creating an environment favoring innovation and technology absorption; 
•  favoring the establishment of  an area for the free circulation of  technologies; 
•  facilitating the supply of  technologies. 
Measures  undertaken  by  SPRINT  of relevance  for  the  first  objective  aimed  at 
increasing the quality of specialists in the field of  SME related services, spreading best 
practice  through  policy  demonstration  schemes,  and  favouring  the  diffusion  of 
technologies.  The  Panel  observed  that  more  systematic  efforts  could  have  been 
devoted  to  draw lessons  from  these  various  experiences  and  to  disseminate  such 
experience to local or national policy makers. 
The Commission feels  that this apparent limitation was the result of the fact  that  at 
that  stage  priority  was  given  to  the  immediate  sharing  of experience  by  the 
participants  and  their  counterparts,  accepting  that  wider  diffusion  would  be 
undertaken in subsequent stages. 
In  relation  with  the  second  objective,  the  Panel  underlines  the  positive  role  of 
European  networks  which  SPRINT  had  implemented  in  a  systematic  way.  It 
regretted  the  fact  that  not  enough  interfirm  cooperation  platforms  existed  at 
European level,  and  that  these networks have  not  been  used  more  intensively  for 
dissemination of information between the various partners of  different regions. 
The Commission stresses that Community support was from the beginning intended 
only to facilitate the setting-up of such networks, which had  to prove later on their 
viability and had to achieve financial autonomy. 
The Commission intends to reinforce network cooperation under the 3rd Activity,  in 
particular  by  stimulating  the  extension  of the  Relay  Centres  network  and  by 
supporting European co-operation between existing national networks or initiatives. 
It  is  intended  to  make  best  use  of such  networks  also  for  initiatives  under  other 
Community Programmes. 
With  respect  to  the  third  objective the Panel  underlines  that  this  refers  not  to  the 
provision of technologies as such to SMEs, but to the adaptation of R&D knowledge 
to  the  requirements  of innovative  SMEs.  The positive  contribution  of SPRINT's 
support  for  collaboration  between  technical  centres  (Networks  of Research  and 
Technology Organizations) or of  some Specific Projects is mentioned. 
The Commission intends to strengthen its efforts in  that field  under the 3rd Activity, 
notably by  its  support for Technology Validation Projects and Technology Transfer 
Projects. 
7~ 4.4  Panel observations on the individual action lines ofthe SPRINT Programme 
The detailed opinion of  the Panel on individual action lines is  summarized in  Annex  I 
of  the report, the main points of  which are the following : 
Actions aiming  at  SME technological  partners,  in  particular the  Network  of 
Research and Technology Organisations, are considered helpful  and  should be 
continued with some improvements. 
Measures in favour ofthe Regional Technology Advisory Centres provide good 
added value and should be actively pursued. 
Support of Science Parks is in general approved by the Panel, who suggests to 
explore in  addition the synergies with DG I  and  the Phare Programme and  to 
put more emphasis on the promotion of  the quality of  such parks. 
The overall appreciation ofthe Panel on actions aiming at consultants in general 
and at the promotion of  tools that enhance the qualit~' of their advice to SMEs, 
such as the schemes for "Managing the Integration ofNew Technology", Value 
Analysis,  Design  and  Quality  is  positive,  with  specific  recommendations  to 
improve some operational characteristics, and here again essentially in  the field 
of  dissemination and publication of  knowledge and rerults achieved. 
Actions  aiming  at  consultants  specialised  in  licensing,  such  as  the 1nter-tirm 
networks  and  Technology  Transfer  Days,  have,  in  the  opinion  of the  Panel, 
demonstrated their usefulness and should be conserved and even reinforced. 
Initiatives  aiming  at  the  financial  system,  mainly  Technology  Performance 
Financing  and  Investment  Fora,  would  require  a  re-thinking  concerning  the 
tools and approaches. 
Measures in  support of the interaction of SMEs with other companies could, in 
the opinion of  the Panel, have been further developed. 
Actions  aiming  at  regional  policies  under  the  "Regional  Innovation  and 
Technology Transfer Strategies and Infrastructures" and "Regional Technology 
Plans" initiatives are important and should be further developed. 
The  strengthening  of the  absorptive  capacity  of SMEs  under  the  Specific 
Project Action line is  seen as an example of successful exploratory action that 
deserves to be continued and expanded in the future. 
The  creation  of  trans-European  networks  for  innovation  and  knowledge 
transfer  triggered  a  Europeanisation  effect  considered  very  precious  by  the 
Panel, to be maintained under the 4th Framework Programme and to be made 
available to other Commission services dealing with SMEs. 
The European Innovation Monitoring System is  seen to be a  very  important 
element  of the  programme,  permitting  analysis  and  the  development  of new 
concepts. More empirical work on the conditions of  SMEs is suggested. 
4. 5  The Panel suggests that the various measures developed under SPRINT be  continued 
under the Specific Programme for the Dissemination and Optimisation of the Results 
8·o of Activities  in  the  field  of Research  and  Technological  Development,  including· 
Demonstration of  the 4th Framework Programme, and that this Programme addresses 
all aspects of  the innovation process. 
As mentioned before, the Commission has taken into account, whenever this proved 
appropriate,  the  recommendations  of the  Panel  in  the  setting-up  of the  Work 
Programme for the Specific Programme. 
The  Commission,  while  sharing  the  Panel's  concern  to  see  all  aspects  of  the 
innovation process covered,  underlines that this  has  to be achieved  by  a  variety of 
instruments within and outside the Framework Programme, taking duly into account 
the  legal  basis  of  such  operations  and  assuring  a  co-ordinated  approach  as 
recommended in the Green paper on Innovation. 
V.  Conclusions 
5. I  The Commission has carefully considered the report and the opinion of the Panel.  It 
will  endeavour to take up, wherever possible, the relevant recommendations for the 
implementation of the Specific Programme for the Dissemination and  Optimisation 
of  the Results of  Activities in the field of  Research and Technological Development, 
including  Demonstration,  adopted  by  the  Council  Decision  94/917/CE  of  15 
December 1994 for the period 1994-1998. 
5.2  This communication together with the Panel Evaluation Report is  addressed to the 
European  Parliament,  the  Council  and  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee 
complying with article 8 of  the Council Decision of 17th April  1989 on the SPRINT 
Programme. 
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SUl\1MARY  OF THE  REPORT 
1  Introduction 
This summary reiterates the main points of the evaluation report on the SPRJ11..'"T  programme 
(Strategic Programme for Innovation and Technology Transfer) submitted to the  European 
Commission 
The SPRINT programme, run by Dtrectorate XIII!D, comprises a  set of lmcs of act1on.  the.: 
overall objective of wluch is  to create a  climate fa\·ourable to  mnovauon around  European 
snull' and medium-sized enterpnses (SMEs). 
Launched in  1984,  SPR.Th'T  was the forerunner of numerous tools and "best pract1ces"  for 
technologic  transfer  on  a  pan-Europc.lil  scale  To  do  tlus,  it  rehed  on  reg1onal  and/or 
nat1onal  mtermediaries  (both  public  and  private)  active  in  the  field  of mnO\-atJOn  and 
technology transfer and targeted a  whole  series of actors (techntcal, managenal.  financ1al, 
etc )  v.'ho  each  have  a  role  to play  in  the  mnovation  process.  The  set  of corrcspondmg 
uuuatives encompasses what IS  generally regarded at national level as an trmovatJOn pohcy 
2  Innovation policy at European level 
2.1  Innovation policies 
An  mnovation policy is  a  system of measures des1gned  to  facilitate  the irmovat1on  process. 
that  is  the  process  wluch  leads  from  the  idea  of new  products  or  new  processes  to  its 
successful commercialization; the novelty may be  radlcal, but very often  1t  is  lumted to an 
improvement of  what already ex1sts  "The 1dea may be  the  result of research work but this  1s 
an e:'<ception 
In  practice, it is SMEs wluch form the m:un target of mnovauon policies masmuch as large 
enterprises arc  felt  to  be  well  eqUipped  for  mnm-at1on  \lwlthout  any  special  outside  help 
Furthermore, it is important not to confuse research policy, which tends to develop scientific 
knowledge,  with innovation pohcy, wluch tends  to  facilitate the production and successful 
CX)J1'U1lef'cialization  of new products and serv1ces  or the  mtroduction of new  processes  into 
enterprises.  It  is  nevertheless  mcrcasingly  'VItal  for  the  two  policies  to  be  conducted 
simultaneously and oa the same footmg 
. l.l  Value added of the Europun approach 
Specific  innovation  policies  have  been  mtroduccd  m  the  Member  States,  especially  at 
regional level.  SPRINT looked at the problem m a European context. 
1n  order to do this,  the programme  set  out to demonstrate  the  relevance of certain  tools 
(networks,  common  projects,  financial  instruments,  fora.  consultation.,  etc.)  with,  as  the 
ultimate objective,  their adoption by national  and  regional  authorities so that  they  benefit 
directly a large proportion of European SMEs. 6 
This  highlights  an  important aspect of SPRINT, i.e.  its  capacity  for  experimentation and 
evaluation of new types of action.  In  this it  is  assisted by the EIMS programme (European 
Innovation Monitoring System), which helps it to identify the rele\<"aJlt  actions which need to 
be carried out, in particular for the benefit of  regional and national governments. 
Furthermore, those involved in  innovation m  the various Member States have been  able to 
add  a  transnational  dunension  to  therr  work  by  commg  together,  at  the  European  level. 
thanks to the S  P RlNT networks. 
Lastly,  SPR.Th'T  has  contributed  to  the  obJecove  of  European  cohes1on  through  the 
dissemination of proven technologies from particular countnes to other reg10ns, espcc1ally to 
those suffcnng from  a  "development gap", tlunks in  particular to the "spcofic proJects" for 
mnovat1on transfer 
In  lme  v.1th  reg1oml or nat10naJ  mnovat1on pollc1es, a Community tnnovation policy nccd.s  to 
be  "honzontal", 1 e.  Lmplemented so as to ensure that there 1s  some consistency m the actions 
undertaken by the vanous Comnuss10n dnectorates-general mth regard to mno\'at1on among 
S~iEs 
3  SPRINT objectives and methods applied 
SPRJ1'1.'T actions can be classtfied acrordmg to the three tnltial obJectives of  the programme 
I  - DEVELOPMENT OF A PA-\' EUROPF.AN INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT 
1!-t'NOVA TION 
networks  (brokers.  research and technology agenctes.  regtonal  mrerface 
orgamzanons. umverstry-tnduHry mrermedwnes) 
.rctence parks and regwnaltnfrasrrucrure for mnovarwn. 
1nnovanon financmg. 
11  - DISSEJ.flNA TJON AND ABSORFT/O,V OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND 
PEUCTJCES 
lnnoYaflon management rtchmques {Jv{I/IrT.  destgn.  quality. etc). 
tuhnology transfer days. 
demonstranon proJects (spectal projecrs"for mnovanon transfer). 
Ill - PROMOTING AWARENES.S OF INNOVA T/ON AND UNDERSTANDING OF 
HOWFTWORKS 
"'European  lnnovanon  Momtonng  5_'r'Stem  "(rnformanon  gathenng. 
srudte.r,  workshops on poltctes. ere). 
In response to the complex nature of the mnovat1on system, SPRINT itself was bound to be 
systemic in nature and  rts  actions were bound to be  diversified  This explatns the profuse 
aspect \lottich is a feature of  the programme 7 
The programme gradually adopted an approach which v.-as  both pragmatic and considered, 
building up in~epth knowledge of  the mechanisms which underly innovation and technology 
dissemination.  Th.is approach comprises a cycle which produces in tum reflection (what is to 
be done, what initiative should be  launched?- the European Innovation Monitoring System), 
experimentation (the various actions in the programme other than the ElMS), evaluatiOn and 
dJsscmination (proven and evaluated good practices). 
These actions are for the most part a.uned  ai SME.s' partners (\-a.rious  types of intermed1:10 
and mterface) and interaction platforms (cap1tal and technology markets. fora_  sc1ence parks 
and technopoles)  The programme thus targeted several thousand intermcd.l:10  bodles,  on 
the  assumptwn  that  the  serv1ce  to  several  hundreds  of thousands  of SMEs  would  be 
unproved.  SMEs were dJrectly mvolved only in  pilot prOJects (MINT) or promotional events 
(European Des1gn  Pnze) 
4  Results of actions: analysis according to categories of actors 
Has SPRINT succeeded or failed m adueVUlg the objectives it  v.-as  given?  These questwns 
need to be answered according to the category of actors in the innovation system 
ln the systemic model of the innovation process. the stx main types of partner who are able to 
bnng to SMEs the varied skills whtch an mno\-atwn process requires and to supplement thw 
mtemal know-how are as follows  consultants, technological resource centres (technological 
partners), financial  institutions. non-specialist bodies wruch  stimulate demand and organize 
the coherence of the vanous act1ons  (field consultants and regtonal departments responsible 
for mno\-ation), and other enterpnscs 
i)  Consui.Jants.  1banks to the  launch of a  large  number of networks, the  programme 
has  made it  possible to stunulate the work of the  mam  types of non-technological  experts, 
especially  technology  brokers  (mmt-nctworks  for  inter-firm  technology  transfer.  111 
Technology, lnno\'ation and Informatwn macro-network, organization of technology transfer 
days),  experts  in  the  field  of technology  management  (MINT  initiative  for  the  strategic 
review  of SME.s)  and  spec1altsts  on  SCI~ parks  and  similar  structures  (feasibility  and 
evaluation  studies).  Lastly,  the  programme  sd  out  to  promote  certa.ul  techniques  of 
i.nriovatioo management such as qual1ty, value arulysts and industrial design.  The field  v.-as 
broadly  covered  in  spite  of some  gaps  (consultants  spectalizing  in  ma.rkct  stud1es  or 
intellectual property problems). 
li)  T«lrnological partnus or research and technology orgamwtwns (RTOs).  Among 
these,  the  sectoral  techn1cal  centres  (m  .. ·olved  m  collective  research  on  fundamental 
technologies  in  traditional  sectors)  benefited  from  one  of  the  main  initiatives  in  the 
programme: RTO mini-networks.  As for contract research organizations (CROs), they were 
helped  by  setting  up  a  European  assoc1ation.  Technological  research  centres  (fR.Cs) 
focusing on one technology have not been targeted by any SPRINT action. 
lii)  Furandal partners. These  partners, comprising bankers and venture capitalists, are 
of major importance.  SPRINT focused ch1efly on the second category by helping to set up 8 
the  European  Venture  Capital  Association (EYCA) and organizing a  series of investment 
fora  As  for  the  banking  sector,  it  y,-as  soLic1ted  by the  experimental  TPF  (Technology 
Performance Financing)  action.  Lastly,  a  wide-ranging  action  Y.-as  launched  in  the  final 
months of  the programme to study the feasibility of European markets of  the NASDAQ rype 
(second market in  North Arnenca) in collabora.t:Joo  .... ith DG XVIIl (Credit and Investments) 
and DG Ulll (Enterprises) 
·mere  ts  still  much  to  be  done  .,.,,th  regard  to  mnovation  financmg,  .,.,here  SPRIJ\'T  Ius 
started to play an tmportant role 
iv)  Fidd consulJants.  The  multiple  funct.Joos  of these  partners  mclude  prospecting 
S\fEs .,.,,th  a  \1ev.· to anlaysmg thetr needs, cilagnosing problems and helpmg to launch and 
steer  Innovation proJects  A  network of Regwnal Technology  AdVlsorv  Centres (RTACs) 
\\hich fufils this type of function was bunched under SP~'T  two years ago 
v)  R~gional (and national) senias  r~sponsibl~ for innm·arion..  SPRI!\'T  has  been 
. systematically  mvolved m  assistmg science  parks and stmdar structures.  and Ius therefore 
l"TUdc  Itself felt  \\lth those rcsporrsiblc low.lly  Actiorrs to assist regiOnal  poiiCY-m.:tkcrs  took 
on  more  su bst.ance  at  the  end of the  programme  \\lth  the  launch of RegiOnal  T echnolot,n. 
Plans (RTPs. undertaken m collaboration \\lth DG :X'Vl  RegiOnal  Polictcs) and the  Rrn·s 
mitiaUve  (Reg1onal  lrmovation and Technology Transfer Strategies and  Infrastructures) for 
the strategic analys1s of regiOnal  mfra.structurc for support to mnovat10n.,  based on entcrpnsc 
demand and resultmg m an act10n plan accepted by all  the technical and economic actors m a 
regwn 
~·i)  Otha  ~nlerprisa..  SMEs'  partners  m  the  tnnovatJon  proc.ess  are  as  much  other 
SMEs as large enterpnses  Apart from an ElMS study, SPRINT Ius not been very active m 
t!us area.,  and Uus  ts  one of the maJor shor1cormngs of the l-'r0gramme 
The unportant role of Rspectfic proJect.sR  ( 2 I m all) must be stressed, these bcmg proJects for 
the transfer of proven technologies to regions \\here such technologtcs arc m demand but not 
yet available  This act1on I  me made It  possible to bnng together a number of different actors 
(SMEs, RTOs, consultants. reponal tnterfacc scmces, etc) around common obJ<XtJves  and 
to develop a common language among them -a cilfficult but \1ta.l task 
l..astJy,  the  European  Innovation  Monllonng  System  (ElMS)  ·was  corrsidered  by  the 
evaluation panel to be the lmchpm of a constructJon based on consideration and identification 
of the  most suitable a.crions  It  IS  pnrru.nl'  policy-makers  in  the  Member States who arc 
targeted in the  six main areas of ElMS aiUhsis (cvaluatJon. Innovation m firrrrs.  tnnovation-
support infrastructures, regional aspects of tnnovation,  mnovalion financmg and tnnovatJOn 
policy). 
S  Panel's conclusions and r«:ommendations 
SPRINT occupies an essc:nual md ongtnal gap, that of developing SME mnovat10n  policy 
Furthermore, the programme has been able to develop tools which tackJe a complex problen1 
Finally,  SPRINT has  become  progressively  acknowledged  by  field  actors  as  a  priVlleged 9 
rna."ting  ground  For  these  three  reasons,  the  panel  considers  that  the  overall  work.ing 
process  and  the  actions  which  are  carried  out  by  the  SPRINT  programme  should  be 
continued  and  even  amplified  as  pan  of the  future  programme  for  the  Framework 
Programme's third activity.  The panel  is convinced that the programme's weaknesses would 
not justify the  marginalization of the  SPRINT system.  The panel  identifies  the  following 
weak points: 
a certain mabihry to publicu.e its  global working process which  has  ~1eldcd a small 
overall \is•bility, and sornetunes even a reputation for dispcrs10n: 
poor  dlssemina.tloo  of results  from  pilot  actions  such  as  ElMS  stud.les,  which 
therefore reduces their unpact: 
insufficient  interactiOn  .,.,;th  national  authorities  and  .,.,;th  other  scmces  of the 
Comnuss10n. 
The panel also feels that there IS  a lack of qual1fied staff for the size of the programme. 
\\'rule recommending that  intermedianes remain the main target of the  SPRTh'T system, the 
panel  would  like  to see  regular,  category-spec1fic  reports  on  the  impact  on  SMEs of the 
actions launched .  The panel also considers that some direct intervention gaps on  SMEs do 
eXJst,  and  that these could be  developed - for  example ,;a carefully prepared pilot  act1ons  -
.,.,;thout violating the princ1ple of subsid.lanry 
The panel stresses the importance of renev.mg Commurury actions by a ngorous process for 
d.lscardmg actions going hand  tn  hand .,.,,th  and  a mechanism for sclectmg new programmes, 
based  on  consulution (.,.,1th  the  other dlrcctorat.es-gcncral  involved  but  also  v.ith  all  those 
tnvolved in the innovation process) 
lbe Commission must strengthen its  cont.a.c1  role  .,.,,th  regional  authorities and  inlprove  the 
dissemination  of results  and  studies  denvcd  from  the  actJvitJes  of the  programme  Such 
dissemination means structunng the  lessons  learned and transforming "tac1t"  knowledge  mto 
explicit information wtuch can be broadly dlssermnatcd in written form 
Transparency  (visibility),  dlssermna.tion  and  mteraction  summarize  the:  three  axes  for 
improving the SPRINT system 
Overal~ the  SPRINT programme  represents  a  remarkable  and  highly  articulated  set  of 
actions, and it has  proved to be  a  YeT)"  effc.ct.Jve  means of support for  national  and  regional 
innovation policies, while respecting the pnnc1ple of subsidiarity. 
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PART ONE 
TERJHS Al\'D FRA~IE  OF REFERENCE 
A.  TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE GROUP; WORK METHOD 
Our  corrun1ttce  v•as  asked  by  the  Comm1ss1on  to  produce  an  evaluatiOn  report  on  the 
SPRTh'T  programme  Some  of the  quest1ons  asked  are  common  for  th.Js  type of exerc1se 
have  l!lltial  objectlves  been  achieved')  Is  there  suffic1ent  rationale  for  contmumg  current 
projects, takmg mto account econom1c  trends'~ ln thJs  part.Jcular case a  furth~r qucsuon needs 
to  be  asked on  bow  to  denve the  greatest benefit  from  the  mcorporatJon of SPRl]'.'T  m the 
"11urd ActJ .. ,t)." ofthe Fourth Framework Programme 
It should be remembered that SPRINT v.-a.s  not part of the thJrd  Framework Programme and 
that 1ts  inclus1on  m the  Fourth  Framework  Programme  1s  lmked  to the  mnovatJon  concept 
SPRTh'T  has  so  far  been  the  only  Com.nusswn  programme  whose  marn  objective  1s  to 
strengthen  the  innovative  c.apactt)'  of  pro\1ders  of goods  and  semces  th.Js  concept  of 
mno  ... -atlon  is  added  for  the  first  ume  to  those  of research  and  technology  m  the  vel"\ 
dcfiruuon of the Framework Programme 
After gcttmg to know the SPRINT programme and  1ts  many schemes, the  panel  v.-a.s  able to 
confum that the programme had  rema.1ned  true to the  mtentJons of Its  founders  It v.-a.s  not a 
classical  technology  research  programme,  but  an  lillplemcntatJon  at Corrunurut)·  level  of an 
IMOvation pohcy intended  ma.~nly for standard SMEs 
As  we shall see later, such a poliC)·  follows  necessarily a systems approach  in  part.Jcular,  it 
means multiplying interactJon paths between 1M0vat1on operators, and guaranteeing that the 
measures taken  for  their benefit are  complete,  complementary and coherent The danger of 
such a policy is to focus on one element of the mnovatJon system while 1gnoring the need for 
others and  failing  to see  the  wood  for  the  trees  Th.is  has  been  avoided  as  a  result  of the 
highly experimental  nature of SPRINT. wh1ch  successively  mvestJgated  all  the  methods  of 
supporting innovation and  was able to IITlplemcnt  by tnal and error what we  shall  later call 
the SPRINT system. 
1be panel  therefore  essc:ntJally  concentrated  on  analysing  SPRINT  as  a  complete  and 
tnttracnve system.  It  did  not  mevestJga.te  each  mJtJatJve  m detail,  (even  though  Annex  I 
provides  a  brief review  of them  v.1th  an  apprectatJon);  there  "'-as  no  ume  for  detailed 
assessment, and moreover, most iniuauves were the subject of separate evaluation exerc1ses 
which. after having their validity assessed  by  a  few  restricted  public~pinion polls,  were a 
source of  inspiration for the panel m 1ts general conclusions. 11 
The panel met SPRINT CIT (Committee for Innovation and Technology Transfer) delegates 
separately; visits were also paid to national policy-makers from two Member States.  FinaJly, 
those  responsible  for  each  line  of  action  of  SPRINT  were  interviewed  along  v.ith 
representatives of  three Directorates v.ith an interest in SPRINT. 
B.  FRAME OF REFERENCE 
The  SPR11'o'T  programme  is  made  up  of a  variety  of schemes  or  trut1at1ves  whose  global 
coherence  is  often  ill-perceived.  There  is  a  stri1cing  contrast between  the  optruons  of those 
workmg  tn  the field,  very  satisfied v.1th  the  support they get, and  pohcy-makcrs who  worry 
about  the dense overall appearance of SPRINT and cannot clearly d!sungu1sh  1ts  DbJectiVes 
and  Its  logiC 
&fore getting mvolved in evaluattng each I  me of action, the panel  considcr:xl  it  necessary to 
define the framework v.1thin which the obJectiVes and trutiatJves of SPRINT arc located 
There  IS  no  11\Ilovation policy, whether research-led or techi1ology-led,  which  docs  not  cla.tm 
as a central objective  th~ competiliv~ness of  firms.  m a context 1n  whtch  they are abruptly 
erposed  to  tntemanonal  compennon  and  technolog~cal  change  Th1s  also  applies  to 
SPRil'-o'T,  of course,  and  to  the  programme  mto  which  It  IS  to  be  mcorporated  the  Tlurd 
Acll\1[)" of the Fourth Framework Programme 
her smce its origins ( 1984). the ongmal aspect of SPRfNT has  been its  mtcnt10n  to  atm at 
mnoYDnon m  Slv!Es.  parncularly those  .,., f11ch  do  lmle or no R&D.  TillS  is  m contr.lSt  v.1th 
tra.dluonal  pollc1es  which seek to develop  pre-<:ampet1ttve  research  m mdustnal laboratoncs. 
mostly v.1thin  large finns.  It IS  only  recently,  m fact.  that the clear dJstmct10n  between  R&D 
policy and 11\Ilovation policy been well  understood  At  Communi[)  level. SPRINT has been  a 
useful  foca.l  romt for those who have  sct the tone  for  the  new  pollc1es  m each  Member State 
and reg1on 
ln  terms  of industrial  policy,  U\Ilovat1on  m  SMEs  IS  a  segment  whose  I.Illportance  IS 
universally recogruscd,  but one  in  y,fuch  1t  IS  dJff1cult  to act : e1ther  because we  lack  recipes 
or because the  SME target  1s  more  dJvemficd than the  large  finn  or laboratory target,  but 
also because it is triclcy for  pubhc authontJes w mtcrvc:ne  m a area very close to the  market, 
such as  SME projects. llus 1s  why  we  need  to act together.  at  a European  level.  to  gam  a 
clearer  picture  of the  requ1 rements.  to  compare  ex penences  and  to  dJssem1nate  "  best 
practices •. 
The panel SUITUllar'ises the latest 1dcas on  mnovat1on as  follows 
1. What  is innovation? 
Innovation  is  defined  as  "the  process  wh1ch  leads  from  the  idea  of new  products  or  new 
processes to its successful commeTCiaJisatJon; the novelty may be  radical, but very often  It  1s 
limited wan improvement on what already ex..~sts". 
In  order to succeed  in  this  innovation  process,  the  finn  must  incorporate all  the  necessary 
knowledge in  its  product or process.  To do  so  1t  must  bring together a number of financial 
and  human  resources  and  rombine  its  mtemal  know-how  with  a  v.1dc  range  of external 12 
expertise.  Part of this  knowledge  is  technological, but other parts deal  \\ith  management, 
marketing, financing, inteUectual property, market prospects, etc. 
The  mnovation  process  should  not  be  confused  with  R&D.  The  two  concepts  are 
complementary, but there is  a great deal of innovation without any specific R&D effort. and 
research by no means always leads to mnovatJon. 
The  diSsemmanon  of technology  and  the  various  forms  of  technology  transfcrarc 
unportant, but not uruque, aspects of mnoval.lon 
2.  Research policy and innovation policy are two different things 
Bcs1des  research policy, also called scientific policy, there Js  now mnovat1on  poiJC\.  whose 
a1ms  and content are very different 
- research  JXJircy  aims  to  develop  scientific  knowledge  bv  supportmg  public 
laboratones and, more mdirectly, mdustnal laboratoncs 
- mnovanon JXJhcy aims to promote mnovation prOJects ongmatmg .,..,thm  firms. 
1 e.  the  succ.essful  commcrcJa.lJsatJon  of ne\'.  products  and  ne\'.  processes  It 
therefore directly contnbutes to the  compellti\1~' of mdustry 
The  rrustake  has  been  to  confuse  these  two  objectives  even  when  the  new  product  or 
process has a  strong technological  b~.  1ts  commercial success depends on a  number of 
factors of -.a.tuch  the  use of new scientific  knowledge  IS  rarely the  most  Important  And 
\1CC  versa,  the  compcut1veness  of firms  JS  by  no  means  the  only  goal  of scientific 
development.  Jt  JS  therefore essential  to  unravel  the  two  objectives.  and  hence  the  two 
policies 
It should  be  remembered  that  this  confusion,  stJII  acute  today,  stems  from  the  "linear 
model" which describes the  UU\Oval.lon  system as a  p1pe  fundamental  research results are 
LnJected  at one end, and  the  commcmal products come out at the other  11us rca.sorung 
presupposed  a  direct  and  unavoidable  hnl.:.  between  econorruc  competitiveness  and 
in.tens1ve  research.  AJI  the  expenencc of the  past 20  years shows  how  rarely  this  hnk 
actual  I  y exists. 
Not only  the aims,  but aJso  the  content  of research  policy  and  innovation  policy  are 
different.  Innovation policy takes  mto account the  development of knowhow, smcc the 
economy is increasingly ckpendent on th1s,  but whether the knowledge to be developed is 
tacit or explicit, whether 1t  IS  part of a  firm's hentage or that of the public sector, 1t  goes 
far beyond scientific knowledge or t.echnoiDgJcal knowledge stcmnung from research. The 
nature of  innovation is also managenal. fi.nancJaJ,  commercial, legal, and so forth 
Furthermore. the creat.Jon of new knowledge 1s  not the purpose of innovation policy, (but 
the  one of research efforts,  whether locally or an)where else  in  the  world)  the cruc1al 
question for innovation policy is  whether or not the necessary knowledge is  actually usel! 
by firms. Its aim will therefore be as follows: 
- to place the SME  within an environment where all expertise and the necessary 
knowledge are available,  i.e.  the  individuals and organizations which not only 13 
have this knowledge but have also been  trained to give efficient help to firms, 
partic:.:l.trly SMEs; 
- to help SMEs to be in a position to use this knowledge and to combine and take 
advantage of  this expertise. 
lbe difference  between  the  two  types  of  policy  is  well  illustrated  m the  contex1  of 
technology  For  research  policy,  the  aim  is  to  create  new  technological  knowledge. 
particularly of a genenc nature, 1.e. able to be used in many different sectors and suited to 
many different products.  For mnovation  policy,  the  lcey  issue  is at a  later p01nt  when 
relevant rechnolof:!eS  must be  dtssemmared ro firms,  at the  nght ume and  m  the  nght 
place  There is  intuaction to the  extend  tha.t  a"-areness of demand  bnngs to  light  nev. 
research areas 
To  summarise,  research  policy  and  innovation  policy  need  ro  be  conducted 
simultaneously and on the same footin2  They must also, of course, mteract and support 
each other. 
3. Characteristics of an SME-targeted innovation policy 
As stated above, the aun of mnovation policy IS  to boost the success of 1rmovat1vc proJects 
in SMEs  What fonn should thts poltcy take m the current clunate? 
a.  An SA-1£-cnenred znnovanon pohcy must be a/1-embraczng and mclude a  number o( 
dzfferenr aspects. 
All models describing the mnovatton S\stem stress 1ts  systemic and mteract.tve nature  The 
size of SMEs prevents thern  from  havmg all  the  necessary in-house expertise,  however, 
and  often they  are netther prepared nor tra.Incd  to work .,..,th  partners and therefore have 
great d.Jfficulty in L;l<..mg  full  advanuge of the1r envuorunent  An mnovatJOn poltcy should 
therefore ensure that: 
- SMEs have knowledge of  and access to all the necessary partners, 
- these partners are prepared to work v.1th  SMEs (this includes a  tralrung poltcy,  m 
particular); 
- the  technological  needs  of SMEs.  whether obvious or  latent,  are  ident1fied  as  a 
guide to the development of baste knowledge, 
interaction develops between all operators m the mnovation system via 
•  promoting mterface serv1ccs and mteraction platforms; 
•  enhancmg the absorptJOn capacity and appetite of SMEs for innovatJOn, 
•  helping SMEs to network; 14 
- specific (vertical) pohcies such as those relating to research, technology, education.. 
energy, health, telecommunications, equipment etc. are encouraged to take account 
of  the specific needs of SMEs; 
- finally,  but only where necessary,  funds  are injected  where market  imperfeCtions 
are prevenung  the pnvate sector from starUng up or working properly 
b  An SA-fE-onenred mnovanon policy therefore has certQ/n charactensncs 
- It has  to  run  a  nwnber of d1ffercnt  schemes  simultaneously, since  H  has  to  take  mto 
consideration the \\lde vancty of SME partners  It may therefore appear to lx drffosc. 
- It  must  artcmpt  to  coord1nate  pol!CJCS  already  launched  b'  the  vanous  public 
authorities responsible for  these parmers, accordmg to then profess1on  It  IS  therefore 
honzonral. 
- 1t  \\ill  avoid  becommg  a  substitute  for  such  authont1es  It  \\111,  for  ex~mple,  onl~ 
exceptionally gJve dJrect firu.nc1al  support to laboratones developmg new technolog1es 
(t.h.Js  \\ill be the provmce of technology policy, a sub-structure of RTD pol1c\) 
c  lnnovanon policy  IS  to  be  gurded  by  the  demand from  SA1E..s  (unli.ke  e:xploi~tJOn 
pol1cy, which IS  supply-led) 
nus demand vanes from one category of SME  to another. \\lthout gomg mto de~il, there 
are three maJor categones 
- new SMEs based on a tedmolog1caJ 1de.a  (1'-TBFs), whose purpose IS to comrncrciahsc 
a completely new product  Th0 usually lack financial  resources as well as rnanagcnal 
slulls; 
- research-intensive  SMEs  (and  suppliers  of  technology  m  the  form  ot rordware, 
software, m.atcnals etc ).  "'h1ch arc usually clients of public R&D programmes. 
- by far the most common category 1s  the  adult SME which needs to rc\1ew ll5 product 
range or modcrruse  1ts  processes  Some  arc pnmanly sub-<:antractors of large firms, 
while others  have  the1r  O'ftn  products  It  lS  these  SMEs  whose  needs  art the  most 
varied  and  difficult  to  sallsfy,  often  because  those  needs  are  ne1thu  defined  nor 
expressed.  One  bas1c  challenge here  IS  to strengthen the absorptive  capac1~· of these 
companies in order to fa.c•bt.ate  II\Il()\<l!Joo 
Table I summarises these  dJ ffcrc:nces 
The need to take demand mto a.crount explams the unport.ance currently given to general 
innovation advisers, or field agents (sec annexes  I and 2) 
d  An SAIE-onenred mnovanon poltcy rs largely tmplemented at reg~onallevel, 
because most SMEs find  their resources in  their local environment.  But, as we shall see 
later, this does not preclude act.Jon on a European scale. 15 
e.  Jnnovatwn policy includes technology d1ssem~nation. 
Technology dissemination is an important aspect of  innovation policy since it is crucial to 
know  bow  to  incorporate  new  technological  knowledge  into  products  or  processes, 
whether originating directly from  a laboratory or whether already used  in another product 
or sector. 
It is therefore desirable and even necessary that those who are responsible for mnovation. 
whether in  public institutions or pnvate finns, devote a  large part of the1r  efforts to the 
dissemination  of technology  Tius  "'-as  recogrused  by  the  SPRINT  dcc!Slon-nukcrs. 
setting dissemination as one of the three obJectiVes of  the programme 
It 1s  now understood that, if  technology dissemination becomes an appendix of research.  11 
.,.,,11  be  less effective  research  sees  d!ssemmation  merely  as  a  means  of e'\plonmg  Its 
results, and justifying the mvestment m retrospect.  There is  then a  gradual sh1ft  towards 
the  so ca.llcd  research expl01t.at10n  policy an  interesting actiVIty,  but one .,.,,th  a  linuted 
unpact 
The policy of influencmg those m charge of the dissemination and transfer process 1s  more 
rcalist1c·  a  first part of this knowledge  IS  pnm.:1.rily  t.acit,  1.e.  it  can only be dlssemi!Utcd 
by those who cre.atcd  1t  or acqum:.d  11  by usmg It  on a  another product or sector.  A first 
step IS  therefore to mobiliSe these e:rperrs,  and make them t.ake part m mnovat1ve proJects 
m finns or, Q<:ner  still, cre.ate !inns based on the1r ideas 
Another part of the knowledge  IS  explicit, or c.an  be m.ade  explicit by buildmg models or 
by  technological  research  It  can  then  be  dlsSCTl1ill.lted  Yla  physical  mccLa  such  as 
d.aubases 
In  all cases it  is  essential to boost  th~ absorptivt capacity of finns themselves. the last 
chapter  of the  disserrunat.Jon  pr~s th1s  tuppcns  far  more  easily  when  firms  have 
prop~rly  l~arnl how to i.nt~raa "-lth thctr mfomut10n sources. 
Finally, to complete thts descnptlon of mnm-at.Jon  policy, it  must be s.a.id  that mnovation 
policy requ1re:s extensive flcxtbdJty bec.lus.c of the  .... ide variety and rap1d change.abt!Jty of 
Situations. Any 1nnovat1on poliCy must. at tius stage. be experiment.al 
C.  WHAT  CAN  BE  THE  ROLE  OF  A  EUROPEAN  PROGRAMME  TO 
STIMULATE INNOVATION IN SME's':' 
Since one of  the first  requ•rcmc.:nts  for  mnD\-allon m SMEs is  face-to-face contact, the role 
and  rationale of a  European programme nocd.s  to be carefully established in  VIew  of the 
subsidiarity  principle  and  the  extreme  di ..  -e~tty  of  reg10nal  circumst.ances  One  of 
SPRINT's achievements has  been  to spcclf)· what this poltcy could or should not be,  by 
combining anal)'Sis, expcnment.at.Jon and cvalu.ation. 
According to the panel, a European programme must 
- echo the  variety of regional and national policies; stimulate and nurture them; promote 
collective  reflection  and  any  exchange  of experience  between  policy-m.ake~  and 
operators in the field  It must therefore increase the Community's economic and soc1al 
cohesion; 16 
- study, evaluate and disseminate a  range of best  practices through common gu1dclincs 
and pilot demonstration proJects suggesting action models based on analys1s  Establish 
a common language; 
- help build up a solid infrastructure of loc.al  agents, particularly mterface scmces. 
- giVe th1s  mfrastructure a European onentanoo, 
- feed it  v.-ith  European mformat10n, thus aiding the  free circulation of technologies. 
- accelerate the d!ssernmat10n and utilisation of technology and strengthen the absorptl\'C 
capactry of sr-...rrs; 
- mcrease the soc1al and econorruc cohes1on ofthe Commuruty, 
- m  lme v.1th  reg10nal  or n.1t10nal  pohc1es,  t.Ius  policy must  be  honzontal  It  should be 
coordmated v.1th other honzontal pol1c1es  such as those of DG :X"VI  (support to LFRs). 
DG  X:Xlll  (SMEs)  and  DG  III  (mdustnal  policy)  It  must  mteract  v.1th  "veruca.l" 
polic1es  research,  educatiOn,  telecornmurucatJons,  energy,  finance.  compct1tJon  etc 
and pro\1de them v.-ith  suggcstJons (not to s.ay  recommendations) 
Nr.>ertheless.  unlike regzoTUJI  mnovonon pohcJes.  rr  would be drjjiculr for a  European 
mnovonon policy ro  mjluence all S/I..{Es 
After h.:lving  highlighted the  frame of the  reference,  part two of t.Ius  report  anal~·scs the 
whole range of SPR.Jt..'T  trut1at1ves.  re?,arded as a  system wtuch must  respond  globally 
and  m  detail  to  the  broad  objcctJvcs  of an  IJlilO\"atlon  pohcy  Part  Three  IS  a  general 
appnx:tation. followed by recommendatiOns for  cnablmg the SPRINT system to adapt to 
rapidly-evolving tasks once 11  has  bc:L'Tl  LnCOrpora.t.cd  uno the Third Act.J\o1ty 
Let us state here and now that the policy llTlplcmcntcd by SPRINT corrcsJX>nds well to the 
stated  objectives  It  has  succeeded  m  followrng  up  the  transform.1t1on  of pohc1es  m 
various  areas  of Europe  Dcsp1t.c  1ts  ob\1ous  lnlpcrfections,  therefore,  SPRINT  ts  an 
original and appropnate tool for tacklmg the  IIlilO\"atlon problems of SMEs of  all lands. 
The panel therefore stresses the scnous losses v.hlch would be  incurred by an even partial 
abandonment of this  approach as  SPR.Jt..'T  ent.c~ the  R&D Framework  Programme:  the 
objective of the Framewor\:  Programme lS  first  and  foremost to give support to research; 
bc:nce there is a danger that the lhtrd ActJ .. ,ry· might be used merely for addmg value to 
the specific programmes. 
According to the work  programme of the  Tlurd  ActJVlf)',  its general  objectives are very 
largely in line with those set out Ill thts reference framework. 
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PART  TIVO 
Ai\'ALYSIS OF THE SPRINT  SYSTE~f 
A.  OBJECTIVES 
S P  RP.'-. T  action hnes could be dcscnbcd as  a JUxtaposit.JOn of schemes adopted 1n  acwrdanc~ 
\~lth the obJect.Ives defined m 1982 and  I 989, wtuch can be summanscd as  follows 
a  to reinforce the absorptive capacity of SMEs, 
b  to  promote  rapid dissenunatJOn  of new  technologies  and  mnovation  throughout  the 
Community economy, thereby strengtherung econonuc and  soc1al  cohesion  m  terms 
of innovation and technology transfer. 
c.  in  the field of innovation and technology transfer, to mcrcase the coherence and the 
efficiency of innovauon tools and policies, whether regiOnal.  nauonal or communi£\-
based. 
SPRINT tackled these obJectives by llTlplcmentmg a system of schemes whose coherence we 
\nil assess later 
B.  METHODS AND MEASURES Of THE SPRINT PROGRAMME 
1be challenge for SPRINT v.as  to invent a  working methoo in  a completely new area.  Even 
at local level. an innovation policy IS  difficult to conceive and implement. At European level, 
choices are stiU  more difficult  because  the  subsuitanty  prmc1ple  has  to be  respected  and 
therefore, directly dealing with SMEs IS  an exception:  mdecd, ·1t  is  now recogrused  that  for 
the average SME, local schemes are most effecttve. 
Faced  with  these  difficulties,  the  SPRINT  programme  has  developed  original  workmg 
methods ever since its launch. 
1.  First of all, combine renection and e.x~rimentation, evaluation and dissemination: 
- The  ElMS (European Innovation  Morutoring System)  initiative makes  up the first  part of 
this approach. It is based on a series of studies and workshops which deal  with the various 
aspects of innovation policy, and which have enabled to strengthen the European network of 
experts in the subject. 18 
- Many of SPRINTs pilot schemes described below were launched as a  result of this 
reflection  platfonn.  There  is  a  now  a  weU-known  erpenmental  approach  within 
SPRINT which allows real-size testing of  various projects. 
- Those  experiments  which  tum  out  to  be  successful  are  adopted  by  the  regional 
authorities and local agents which took part in them. but idea.Uy their results should be 
more widely distributed, which ought to occur if there were effective dL' •emmatwn of 
such practlces  Indeed,  a  dynam.1c  programme such as  SPRINT, whicr  -:1ust  tackk 
constantly-evolving needs,  should include generally an "exit  mechanism~. or a  means 
of handing over proven schemes to others.  As Part Three  will  demonstrate, this e:Gt 
mechanism is still far from adequate. 
The reflection I expenmentation I evaluation I dissemination approach is  adopted not only 
m the Specific Projects Action Line (SPAL). but also in  schemes such as  MINT, TPF, 
SPNET etc.; these systematically mclude  SMEs as  well  as the vanous types of partner 
( intermedlancs and others) 
2.  Evaluate the actions 
The logical  follow-up to the  reflecuon  I experimentation cycle consists of assessing the 
pohc1es of  reg~onal dec1s1Dn-mak£rs  Tius IS  the case With  the RITTS and RTP schemes 
recently implemented and w1th the consultancy schemes for science parks 
3.  Then build up networks 
The  aim  of networks  IS  twofold  to  dJssCTTUilate  best  practlce,  particularly  knowledge 
gamed  through  SPRINT  pdot  proJects,  and  to  launch  European  areas  of interaction 
bd\1..-een operators in natJOnal and reg•onal  mnovauon systems 
-The  purpose  of  some  of these  networks  (macro-networks),  such  as  EACRO, 
RT  AC,  etc.  ts  to  brmg  th<:  vanous  operators  together  and  to  disscnunate 
information.  These  also  proVldc:  a  framework  for  organ1smg  major  conferences 
from Ume to Ume 
-Other  nerwooo  (miru-netwooo)  are  targeted  more  at  collective  actlon:  the 
adaptation and dJsSClTUilatJon  of te:chnolog1es (RTO mini-networks), or technology 
transfer Onttr-finn min._n~tworkJ) 
.C.  Tar&et SMEs partn~n 
To aim these schtmes primarily at SME partners (vanous types of intermediaries and 
interfaces), and interaction platforms (rnark.ru. fora, science parks and technopolcs) is  a 
choice of  method. 
Since the  programme cannot directly  mfluence some 300 000 SMEs, it  addresses a  few 
thousand  SME  partners  and  hopes  for  a  w1dc  multiplier  effect.  SMEs  are  directly 
involved in  a  few  pilot  proJects  only to study the  practicalities and  difficulties of their 
interactions w;th  intermerltanes and  the  effectiveness of mteraction  platforms.  We shall 
come back to this. 19 
The  means  available  to  SPRINT are  very  small  for  the  task.  Admittcdlv,  stimulation 
rather than  management  is  the  watchword,  implying  a  llghtwe1ght  structure  in  which 
human resources are a key element Bec.ause of  insufficient permanent staff, SPRINT has 
relied on a network of  consultants. We shall come back to this in Part Three of  the report. 
The  InterconneCtiOns of  the aCtiOn  modes W/fh  the categones of  OJXrOtOr  an.:J  then W/fh 
the objectives are summonsed m  Tables 2 arui J 
C.  COHERE~CE  OF THE "SPRJNT SYSTEM": ANALYSIS BY CATEGORY 
OF  OPERATOR 
As menuoned above, a systems approach only can make a  real  impact on an cm1ronment 
as complex and tnteractJve as the mnovatwn system  Is  the SPRINT programme a system. 
hav!ng  an  mternal  /og1c?  To  aness  Its  coherena.  the  panel  chose  to  anulyse  It 
succcsslwly through rwu y,nds  the mnovat10n operators gnd and the obJCClivcs gnd 
The rnterconnect10ns  bet\'o·e~.:n these two gnds are surnmanscd in Table 4 
Analysis by category of operator 
One of the main virtues of SPRINT has  been  1ts  rccogrution that  the 1nnovat10n  process 
relics on a vanety of SME partners and 1ts consequent promouon of emcrgmg mnovanon 
sefV!ces.  \1/hatcver  the  sector  of actiVJt},  SMEs  cannot  work  \\lthout  partners  \\lth 
expertise  conduc1ve  to  Innovation  and  complementary to the  tnt.cmal  k.-nm' -how of the 
firm  To illustrate this ciJvers1ty,  the panel uses the so called hexagon diagram (sec  Ftgurc 
I)  SMEs are li1 the centre and on  each s1dc of the hexagon are the SIX  matn types of SME 
partner 
- various types of =onsultancy (!Tl..1Il..l£cmcnt,  markctmg. intellectual property), 
- Technology Resource Centres (RTOs, or Rc:scarch and Technology OrgantsattOns), 
- financia/Jnsntunons (ba.nks and  ca.p1t.al  development organisations), 
generalists  ·who  st.unulatc  the  dem.1nd  and  organtse  the  coherence  of the  vanous 
schemes: 
- field innovation consultants and 
- regional  authorifl~s responsible for mno'-atton policy, and lastly 
- other  firms (SMEs and large firrru) 
1.  Consultants 
1besc were the  original  target of SPRINf  Technology-licensing brokers  were grouped 
into  "inter-finn  mini-networks·.  still  acuve  today.  The  Til  network.  easily  set  up, 
grouped  them  on  a  wider  European  bas1s.  More  recently,  SPRINT  launched  a  vast 
operation for bringing together SMEs and  management consultants (MINl). They have 20 
benefited from three original lines of action (value analysis, quality and design), thanks 
to  which  European  specialists- have  been  able  to  create  real  communities  (similar  to 
scientific communities) which developed the knowledge and various relevant documents to 
disseminate. The creation of a  panel of consultants and managers of science parks  and 
technopoles should also be mentioned. 
By tackling technology management, the programme neglected other rypes of  consultant 
such as those who conduct market analysis and  those who deal v.1th  mtcllectual property 
problems. 
2.  Technological partners 
SPRINT grouped the various types of technology supplier under the headmg of RTOs ( 
Research  and  Technology Orgarus.a.tJOns).  A  conference  \\'3.5  orgarus.cd  by  SPRINT  m 
1993  wtuch enabled the development of these  unportant SME parmers to  be  assessed 
Thev mclude 
- sectoral  technical  centres  wtuch  mostly  conduct  collective  research  proJects  on 
basic tcchnologJes m trad.Iuona.J sectors; 
- CROs (Contract  Research  Orgarusations),  wtuch  have  a  sunilar work  function 
but are pnvat.ely mmed, and work \\lth SMEs for only part of the1r time. 
- Technological  Resource  Centres  (TRCs),  which  concentrate  on  one  technoiogy 
only  (laser  technology,  matenals  technology  etc.).  Small  techruc.al  teams 
developed,  for  mst.ance  m  France,  in  close  contact  with  laboratones  and  arc 
totally dedicated to SMEs (testmg, analys1s,  parucipauon m  product or process-
based projects etc ) 
The first  category was supported by SPRINT m the early days; m parucular though RTO 
mini-networks  \lth.ich  are  still  successful,  conferences  and  workshops  wtuch  regularly 
bnng together a  number of RTOs on  a  European scale, and the  creat1on of the  macro-
netv.·ork  FEICRO  (Federallon  of  European  Industrial  Cooperation  Research 
Orgarusations). 
The second category benefited a  few  years ago from  the creat1on of the macro-network 
EACRO  (European  Assoc1atJon  of Contract  Research  Organisations),  whose  overall 
activity is faj  rl y intense 
The third category has been somewhat neglected 
3.  F~ld Consultants (innovation &  ttchnoloo- consultants) 
It  is  only  recently  that  the  new  function  of RT  ACs  (Regional  Technology  Ad\1SOI)' 
Centres) has  developed  It can be descnbed as  follows·  to explore the SME system; to 
diagnose their  needs,  and  to  offer  SMEs  a  ....,;de  ch01ce  of technological  parmers (and 
others),  and  eventually  to  help  SMEs  launch  and  pilot  the  defiruuon  phase  of the1r 
innovations. 
1be macro-network of such consultants (RT  AC) was  launched two years ago.  It is  too 
early to assess its  impact, but it should be noted that RT  AC working groups have been 
created and do some useful work. 21 
4.  Financial partners for innovative SMEs 
Innovation  is  an  industrial  operation  which  requires  not  only self-financmg and  public 
support, but also substantial funding from the financial  sector.  Hence the  tmporL1.ncc  of 
banks  arui  venture  capllailsts  as  partners  to  the  SME.  To  make  banks  awo:tn:  of the 
specific problems ofSMEs, to help venture capita.hsts to set up throughout Europe and to 
have  access  to the  same tools  as  thetr  Amencan colleagues  had  to  be  one of the  m:11n 
pnontJes for a programme such as SPRINT 
The nature of SPRINT's action  m  this  new  and  difficult  area  LS  cxpcnmcnul  At  the 
begmnmg  the  macnrnetwork  EVCA (European  Venture  Capitalists  AssocLJ.tJOn)  was 
created.  Then the banking system was approached through the TPF scheme  &cause of 
1ts  !LmJted  success. t.h..ls  mJtJatJve  was recently reassessed, takmg mto account the lessons 
le:1rned  ln  collaboratJon  "'ith  DG  )  •  .'VTn  and  DG  XXIII,  an  ElMS  type  miUativc  1s 
adrcssmg venture capital problems and  IS  aurung at the creatJon of a  European market of 
the NASDAQ type. 
Further  expenments  should  be  launched  m  t.h..ls  rap1d.ly-<:hangmg  em1ronrncnt  (set: 
paragraph 6 of Armex  I), wruch SPRI1\'T IS  far from havmg covered completely 
5.  Local (and national) policy-makers 
Reg1ona.J  authorities now play a  maJOr  role  m  cre.at.J.ng  an  mfrastructure  for  supportmg 
mnovation in SMEs, parucularly by 
- injecting  financial  resources  mto  those  SMEs  and  mto  public  or  pnvatc  tnnovation 
serv1ce orgarusations; 
- by organising the interactions betwet:n these mnovat1on operators, 
- by favouring coherence of the actJons taken by the .. ·anous authont1es conccmcd 
1bc regions have therefore become maJor  partners for  SMEs  Has  SPRINT taken  t.h..ls 
into account? 
- SPRINT took action a long time ago at the local policy-maker level through its sc1ence 
park consultancy scheme  Sc1ence parks play an trnportant role in  technology trarLSfer 
and they are rapidly mcreastng i.n  number.  SPRINT supported many of them from the 
outset and allowed a number of sc1ence park promoters, li1 fact the maJonty of them, to 
bmcfit from the experience acqum:d by thw predecessors.  Today the feasibility study 
strand has  not been abandoned, but added to by a  second phase of evalu.at1on  studies 
of  existing science parks with some matunty. 
- Action  in  support of regional  policy-malc.ers  has  suddenly  become  highly  relevant 
thanks  to the  launch of the  RfiTS and  RTP  (piloted  by  DG  XVI)  schemes.  The 
ambition here is broader, since RITIS or RTP tackles the overall regional innovation 
infrastructure, and  analyses and auns to redefine what should be  done to trnprove  1t. 
lbe accent is  on the  consensus  which  should  prevail  amongst  the  various  relevant 
administrations and on the interaction which should be  developed between the vanous 
local innovation operators (the various firms and their partners) 22 
The  very  recent  nature  of these  actions  can  be  criticised,  together  Y.ith  the  lack  of 
qualified personnel within SPRINT to undertake such a task (essentially acromplished by 
consultants whose competence should be carefully monitored). 
6.  What SPRINT bas ov~rlooked 
The range of SME partners dealt Y.lth by SPRINT is large.  However, the panel cons1ders 
that there are two gaps 1Il the programme 
- Other firms:  experience has shoY.n that  other firms  have become a  major partner for 
SMEs  For example,  high-technology  firms  are  the  main  technology  supphers  for 
SMEs through hardware, software and  materials technolog~es wtuch are manufactured 
on demand.  More generally the newly-<>rganised  industrial panem multlphes day-to-
day interactions between firms  and makes them inter-dependent  Ths 1s  partlcularly 
true of  the mnovation process, m which SMEs integratod mto a network succeed better 
and more qUlckJy than those wtuch are not liltegrated  Acrordmg to arrangements to be 
defined,  SPRINT could  be  expected  e1ther  to g1ve  dncct  support to  the  creation of 
busmess networks (SME!Iargc finns networks, SME nctv-;orks, clusters). or to support 
those anemptmg to develop such networks 
The  SPRINT programme  has  so far  neglected thiS  aspect of the  problem  Even 
though the IT Days and some ElMS schemes work m that dJrectJon,  the1r  unpact  1s 
far from adequate, and there: are no real  SMFJ!arge firm networks 
- /nreracnon amongst S!vf£ partners· no senous effort has  really been made to bnng 
together  all  the:  vanous  SME  partners  and  remforce  thetr  lilteractlon,  apart  from 
SPAL, even though one has  to acknowledge that such a task would not be easy 
D.  COHERENCE OF THE SPRINT SYSTEM- ANALYSIS BY OBJECTIVE 
'The  various  SME  partners  form  a  complex  ent1ty  wh1ch  SPRINT  has  succeeded  in 
assessing and targc:tmg, except for a  f~w whJch have:  been overlooked.  Other partners Y.lll 
probably come  to  llght;  the  method  wtuch  SPRINT applies  should  enable  them  to  be 
identified. 
But this i.5  llO( enough.  It IS  necessary to check that the vanous objectives of a  Europcdil 
innovation policy are being fulfilled, at least where the pnme target of"standard" SMEs is 
concerned. 
A detailed anaJysi.5 of the  SPRJ~'T rystcm by objectives  IS  included in  Annex 2.  The gnd 
used is  that  which defines  the  work programme of the third  actJVJty  of the  fourth  RID 
fWP, into ·which  it  has  been decukd that  SPRINT ITUtlatJ ves  .,..,11  be  mcorporated. The 
three objectives of  this work programme are the  folloY.1ng 
I.  Favouring an environment beneficial to innovation and the absorption of  technologies 
2.  Establishment of an area for the:  free:  circulation oftechnologies in the EU 
3.  Supply ofappropnate technologies to. the SME system 23 
The links between this work programme and the general objectives of an innovation policy 
as described are clear: it is therefore natural to refer to them. 
l.  Ht!lping to crt!aU an t!nvironmott bt!neftcialto innovation in S!dEs 
a...  Influencing  specialists  (section  1.3  of this  report  "to  help  rmplement  a  solrd 
rnfrastrucrure for field operators, particularly rnterface serv~ces") 
The  aun  1s  to mcrease  the  mdiv-idual  quality of SME services through  the  creation  and 
dissem.mat10n of bas1c knowledge and practical know-how.  The followmg approaches arc 
1dcntified m this context: 
- management tools such as value analysts, des1gn  and quality (the documents publtshed 
under these headings are a genume asset); 
- field  prOJects of the  MINT type (provtded that the  right  lessons  have been  learnt from 
companng the contractors' methodologies). 
- to improve the  homogenetty of the  qualtty of miru-networks  111  which  less-developed 
European countries partictpate; (the Segal Qumce evaluatJOn of mffi!-networks stresses 
that this improves the general qual tty of netv.·orks); 
- the experience acquired by RTOs .,..,thm specific proJects 
It  ts  regrettable  that  there  has  not  been  enough  systematic  effort  to  learn  from  these 
•·anous expcnences  Some  ElMS  studies  should  be  dcdlcated  to  them,  and  enable  best 
practice  to  be  more  wtdely  dissemi.Il.lted  In  general,  the  traimng  aspect  should  be 
developed m cormect.Jon .,..;th reg1onal and natJonal authorities 
b.  Influencing tools and policies 
Repeating what  was said earher m the  first  part of this  report,  the  problem  here  IS  "to 
dtsseminate  best practices  through  a  pailcy of demonstration  whtch  proposes  action 
models based on reflection,  and to  establrsh a common language".  SPRINT uses  the 
ElMS experimentation/evaluation system to further that aim, as described above.  In this 
context the following l.n.Jtlatives can be  adenufied: -
- TPF, which aims to estabhsh a new mechamsm of interaction between banks and the 
suppliers and users of technology; 
- specific SPAL projects in  v.tuch  pan-European experiences allow model imtlatlves to 
be dc:monstrated to local or nat1onal poltcy-makers, 
- the MINT programme, a large-scale management support demonstration scheme; 
- programmes  for  assessing  the  instrumental  value  of a  sctence  park  or  regtonal 
innovahon poltcy!tnfrasrructure  Such  schemes  have a  number of merits:  with low 
cost,  they  investigated  a  series  of local  schemes  and  are  a  powerful  tool  for 
dissserninating best practice; 24 
Such a  companson of irutiatives \\ith objectives  reveals a  lack of instruments aimed at 
increasing the  absorp11on  capacity of  SMEs,  by  influencing the selection or traming of 
their personnel  In particular, very little was done to increase human mobility from public 
research institut10ns to companies or between firms. 
These  schemes analysed aim to disseminate widely experiences which  have been tested 
successfullv at  loca.J  level  \\lth  or  \\lthout  SPRINT  support.  Here.  SPRINT  can  be 
cntlClsed  ~ostlv at the level  of the  dmemlfumon of results  Even though  macro- and 
rruru-networks,. general  conferences,  EIMS  workshops  and  the  recent  mformat.lon 
campa.~gn on  best  practlces  m  transnational  technology  management  networks  arc  all 
mstrumental Ln russcrruna11ng  lessons learned, there is a ma;or gap.  pumng together the 
lessons learned from each erpenence to enable all  loca.l  or nationaJ  irmovatJOn  policy-
makers to benefit from  them 
SPRINT's lack of mfluence on pollcy-makmg IS  noticeable in  that actiOn  taken under the 
structural funds  IS  rarely msp1red by SPRINT 
c.  Disseminating technologies 
This is SPRINTs second expl•c•t objective, and a particularly I.ITiport.ant one. Let us stress 
once agam th.u there are a number of mcchamsms for bnngmg the necessary technologies 
to the firm 
•  The firm  may buy certam  1tems  (software,  hardware,  etc )  which  mcorporate the 
des1red  t.echnolog1es,  thus  requmng  a  ilffiltcd  le.arrung  process  SPRINT  a.uns  to 
promote  this  process  through  an  ongmal  financ1al  tool,  TPF  (see  Annex  I, 
paragraph 6). 
•  A  siiTlilar  approach  1s  to  bu\  !Jccnces  m  this  area,  SPRINT supports  the  mml-
nctworks of "hcensmg brokers"  There may be  financial  tools  wh1ch  would help 
such purchases 
•  In order to tackJe an mnovatJOn  proJect properly, the firm may call on experts who 
know the  bas1s  of the  technology  to  be  mtegratcd  and  agree  to  take  part  m  the 
project as real partners  SPRJ}.I has  tncd to develop this new type of activity for 
consultants (spec1fic projects) 
•  1be firm  may  go  as  far  as  cmploymg  these  experts  for  good  Some  nationaJ 
programmes  CX!st  which  favour  thts  type  of  mob1hty  SPRINT  has  recently 
launched  a  network  of people  res pons  1  ble  for  these  programmes. This  is  an 
interesting  effort,  but  1s  not  yet  adequate.  smce  the  ulumate  aim  of such  an 
approach ts to mcrrase the abwrpnw capae~ry of  SlvfEs,  which requires far more 
attention. 
•  Lastly, the  d.isscrrunat.lon  of explac1t  mfonnauun should not  be  neglected (exphc1t 
knma.·ledge  in  contrast  to  the  t.ac1t  knowledge  which  IS  used  in  the  approaches 
described above)  This IS  the role of databanks and other types of technology-watch 
tools extensively developed by the CORDIS system (VALUE programme) 
ln all cases, d.isSCil'UI\atJon  IS  a  leammg process In which the mterested firm  learns  to 
/~am. In the  long run It IS  more effic1ent for the  firm to learn to detect and rapidly master 
new technologies than  to supply it  \\1th  t.a.Jlor-rnade  technologies.  If the challenge for a 25 
d!ssemination policy is  to develop "learning products", it  could be said that SPRINT has 
prepared tht.: ground but that much remains to be done. 
2.  Europeanising opoaJors in  tJr~ innavation system 
Here we  have in  mind the European networks \lrtlicb  SPRINT has  set up in  a svstcmatJc 
way, as  and when  new operators arrived oo  the  innovation scene.  The way they work  Js 
described  111  more  detail  111  Annexes  I  and  2  They  are  obviously  valuable  tools  for 
developmg  a  European  reflex  amongst  operators  m  the  mnovaLJOn  svstem  who  war~ 
mostly at regional, sometimes nauonal, level. 
interaction platforms developed \lo1Uun  the cont.o.1 of SPRINT should also be  mc...'TltJOned  -
mvestment fora, TT Days, and some specific proJects 
These networks and platforms are excellent iruuauves  As  already stated.  It 1s  regrettable 
that these  lilltJatJves  a.uned at  devclopmg mter-firm networks are so embryomc.  Jt  Js  also 
regrettable  that  these  networks  have  not  been  used  sufficemtly  for  d1ssemmaung 
mformatJOn,  not  only  Lop-dov.n  mformatwn,  but  information  exchanged  between  two 
nodes of a network on  what  JS  bemg produced, mventcd or disscnunated m each rcg1on 
J.  Horizon/a/ sche~'i 
The  purpose  of a  horirontal  programme  such  as  SPRINT  JS  to  pro\idc  a  catalyst  to 
enable various specific (vertical) proJects to support its  obJectives  SPRINT has  relied on 
a considerable network of field  operators and therefore  JS  easily able to detect the  vanous 
needs  of  SMEs.  Ths  IS  true  of technology,  financial  resources,  Information  on 
mtemational rnarkru for  products and  semces. mdustnal  prot.cct.JOn.,  standards. etc  ln 
all  these  areas  SPRINT could  s~ak up for  SMEs  when  dealmg  \lolth  large  European 
progranunes  and  those  who  establish  rules  and  procedures  and  to  some  extent  It  has 
already done so. 
There "'ill be further development ofth.Js theme  m part 3,  paragraph C2  For a long tune 
SPRINf had  no mearungful collabora[lon v.1th  other scrYlces,  but has succeeded recently 
in establishing some sigruficant hnks such as 
- a joint programme v.1th  DG  )(VI  on  RTP.  SPRINTs experience  is  being "'idely 
used by those responsible for the structural funds  This looks very prorrusmg 
- interaction with DG XVIII  and DG XXIII on the problem of venture capital; 
- making  the  directorate  responsible  for  t.elematics  aware  of the  hnks  needed 
between sciena: parks and t.echnopoles, 
- co-operation \loith  EUROSTAT on the CoiTI.I11unity lnnovatwn Survey, 
- links with DG  Ill on sectoral prOJects 
This list  is  DO( exhaustive and unfortunately does  not  include any RID programmes, nor 
does it include directorates in charge of intellectual properties and standards. 26 
E.  CONCLUSION 
This analysis demonstrat.es that the SPRINT progranune is a coherent system in which the 
various lines of action of an innovation policy involve all  those active  111  the mnovation 
system.  The system \1.45  built up progressively as new operators and new needs emerged 
and has evolved more as a response to demand than as an attempt to create an "attracuve" 
programme. 
The  EL\iS  svstem  1..5  used  as  a  filter  for  projects  proposed  S111cc  SPRir--1  1s  no\' 
rccogrused by 1111lOvatwn operators as thetr European focal  po111t.,  more and more projects 
are tx:mg put forward 
In  s~l\ing th1s  we do not \1.-lSh  to conceal the defects of  the SPRINT programme. wh1ch arc 
listed  111  Part Three of tillS  report- particularly Its  mabillty to descntx: 1ts  mera.ll workmg 
procedures  accurately  although  some  efforts  have  been  made  to  rcmc.d~  that  Each 
operator sees  111  SPRINI only what 111tercsts  hun or her, and ex1.cmal  observers dcscnbc 
11  as  unstructured  and  diffuse  (tlus  1s  very  often  the  impressiOn  g1ven  bv  mnovat10n 
progranunes, however)  lnteractJon dOt.--s  take place betw~'Tl the vanous 1111t1atlves,  but not 
alw:1ys ar the right kvcl 
These critic1sms are moderated by the cons1dcrable  progress made by  SPRINT over th.: 
past three years  The general  anal~·s1s prO\lded  by the  ElMS  programme.  the  contacts 
ma.de  \1.-ith  other  directorates  and  the  mcre.a.smg  U11plemcntatwn  of  measures  111  the 
reg10ns  follo\1.-mg  the  evaluation  process  are  all  startmg  to  pro\1dc  SPRir--..1  mth  the 
\lsibdtty and strategic importance 1t  used to lack 
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PART THREE 
COJ\'CLUSIONS  AJ\'D  RECO~f~fENDA  TIOSS 
A.  GE~ERAL  APPRA.ISAL OF THE SPRl~T  SYSTEM 
The segment occup1ed by SP~I1s  both anginal and essential  the development of S\1f 
mnovanon  policy  It  has  also  succeeded  m  developmg  appropnate  tools  to  t.1.cklc  ::1 
complex problem  Finally, SP~'T  IS  mcreasingly often acknowledged by field  operators 
as a preferential mectmg-place 
~----------------------------------------------------------------, 
For these three reasons.  the panel cons1ders that the overall approach and the 1mnanws! 
Implemented by the SPRINT programme should be preserved or even  ampl1fied under i 
the Thrrd Actn'lty oftheFourth Framework Programme 
SPRINT also has  rts  weaknesses  the panel has  rdenr~fied them  and has  o)Tert·d  some 
recommendnnons.  but  1t  IS  not  comrtnced  that  the_v  would ;usnfy  mnr[.:Jnullsm,::  th<· 
SPRINT system wllhm the Framework Programme 
SPRINT 1s  mdeed a  system m wh1ch  each mltlatlve makes  sense only as part of a  more 
general  policy.  It is  tlus  system  wh1ch  the  panel  has  ancmptcd  to analyse and  evaluate 
rather than spending too much time asscssmg the separate lines of act1on 
l.....ct  us summarise some of the strengths of S PRJ!'I,'T  Its achievements h.1 ve  been 
- to  tackle  all  aspects  of the  problem  of  mnovatJon,  mcludmg  finance  and 
management; 
- to combine rdlectJon and actwn, cxpenrnentat10n and evaluation, 
- to  generate  a  number  of "a.ct1on  models"  for  pnvate  and  pubhc  mnovatwn 
policy-makers, in particular at reg10na.l  level; 
- to create real  European commun1tlcs of experts in  professional circles  m which 
they did llO( pre\1ously extst. thus fostenng the cohes1on of tnnO\-atJon  pract.Jcc. 
tools and skllls 
Some weaknesses ·which emerged during the evaluation must also be mentioned 
- the  inability to publicise tts general approach, resuhing in  a  low profile for the 
programme or even a reputation for being dlffuse; 28 
- poor dissemination of results from specific initiatives such as ElMS studies, thus 
reducing their impact; 
- hence an inadequate catalytic effect on regional or national innovation schemes; 
- too  little  interaction  with  national  governments  and  other  Comnussion 
departments,  even  though  mfluencing  other programmes  IS  one of the  major 
objectives of  a horizontal policy. 
The root of most of these weaknesses is a  shortage of qualified staff, only partially offset 
bv the creation of a  techrucal  assistance unit.  The SPRINT programme appears  to be 
s{urering  from  irnphc1t  Comrrussion  rules  according  to  wtuch  the  number  of staff 
available is  proportionate to the budget allocated.  Yet SPRINT IS  an acnVlfy programme 
whose Impact denves no less from the erpemse ojlls staff  than from lis budf!_etaryfunds 
~ranted. 
To compensate for  1ts  staff shortage, SPRINT relies  on a  large network of consultants 
1lus IS  useful but not suffic1ent,  because permanent staff are essential  for  accumulating 
experience and knowledge of the overall system, for d!ssenunating resu Its  and for guiding 
and controlling consultants. 
One might ask .,.,ily  so many I.Il.ltlatives  were undertaken .,.,,th  so few staff  to have done 
less would have reduced or undemuncd the  systenuc nature of SPRINT, whose overall 
effect rel1es precisely on the d!vers1ty and complunentanty of  1ts  iruttatnes 
B.  PROPOSALS FOR THE COMPOSITION OF THE PROGR-\MME 
The strength of SPRINT lies  111  the  1111portance  of the  segment  1t  fills  .llld  the general 
approach it has taken  However, 1t  can  on]~, be effective if the diversity of its  1111tiat1ves 
precisely moct.s  the  needs  of mno·•at.Jon  operators  ln  Part Two of th1s  report  (and  m 
Annexes  I and  2)  the panel  a.ttempted  to define this  relat1ons!up,  first  by analys111g  the 
programme in the light of the obJect.lves of the 11urd Act.mty, and secondly 111  the light of 
what  concerns  the  operators  themselves  ln  domg  so  the  cornmntee  detected  some 
deficiencies  in  the overall  process  and  had  some  doubts  concerrung  part1cular  hnes of 
action, but this  i.s  00( essenua.l  The panel 1dcnt.Jfies the following three rnam tssues 
1.  A  proKrarnm~ such as SPRINT must be fle.xibk and ~volutionary: 
The environment changes fast  NC\1.  partners appc.a.r, other partners lose their tmportance 
or no longer need  support  The  demand  from SMEs changes as the need for  mnovation 
spreads to new ca.tegones of fi nru 
SPRINT must be able to hand O\'er the management of certain schemes to other operators 
(in the Corrunission or 111  a  Member Sut.e)  Only then w11/  SPRJ!VT be folly able to play 
its rol~ of  CtJJalyst and snmulatt a gtmllnt !tammg process amongsr mnovatwn pallcy-
maurs. 29 
It is therefore essential to have a mechanrsm for  renewing the mwanves 
Where aiJ mechanisms are concerned.  11 should be passib/e tc. 
spec1fy the date and the mechamsms for terminating each scheme. 
mclude w1th1n each pro;ect the nme and resources for /eammg lessom accordmg 
to a transparent methodology "n.icb 1s  to be continuously improved  It 1s  tmpona.nt 
that the follow-up and evaluatioo process should be extended to a  large number of 
new proJects run Ill certaJ.n regions or Member States, i.e.  beyond those run as part 
of  the third activity; 
orgamse a follow-up  mechamsm  accordmg to  rules  dependmg  on  the  European 
dtmension of the scheme; for example 
• 
• 
• 
the scheme could be followed up at  Corrtmumty level. either \loltbn the thud 
actJ\1ty (e.g  the  rrucro-network  activity,  each proJect of this  lme  of action 
being lliTlited m Ume,  as It  IS  now), or \lolthm other Corruruss1on departments. 
the scheme could  be  contmued usmg  resources pro\1dcd by Its  part1c1pants 
(as is true of most SPRINT-m1t1ated macro-networks. EYCA, etc). 
the  scheme could  serve  as  a  model  for  reg1onal  or  nauonal  policy-makers 
using the results of SPRINT pilot proJects (this should be  MI?\'T's future) 
Another important measure would  be  to replace one SPRINT tnJtiatJve  by another pilot 
actJon along the same lines, usmg the retlectJon-actlOn-evaluatlon-<lissellUilation approach 
of which the panel so strongly approves  For example,  liUlovatJOn  fina.ncmg  IS  currently 
an IJTlpc>rtant  question of umversal  concern. and one m wruch a  senes of tests should be 
launched to help find answers. 
These mechanisms already eXJst  to some extent  m the SPRINT system,  but what we  are 
suggesting is to systcmat.lse and throw more ltght on an overall approach wruch  IS  largely 
a mystery to outsiders. 
The  entry  mechanism,  while  remammg  quite  simple,  should  also  be  made  more 
transparent and allow future cltents to take on a broader role: 
- the three main sources of ideas should rc:rnarn  (a) the demand constantly expressed in . 
the field (through TI Day events, the  Spcc1fic  Projects, etc.), (b) the ElMS mit1ative, 
which filters ideas and  improves the targeung and definition of projects which are still 
unclear, and (c) the results of  eva.Juat1ons of  specific proJects and programmes 
- concerning the choice of new initiatives,  a  commlltee of  independent erperts  IS  one 
solution; an intra-CommiSSion worlong group bringing together various Commission 
programmes which would later be  likely to take over some of  the advanced schemes is 
another. These proposals also apply to the choice of ElMS themes. 30 
By stressing these entry/exit mechanisms, the aim of the panel is definitely not to reduce 
SPRINT  to an experimental  programme.  On  the contrary, the panel  considers  that  an 
innovation policy under the third activity sbou.ld combine: 
- an observation, demand assessment,  identification and dissemination of best  practice 
and  experimentation  project, as  is  expected by future users both in  the Comnusston 
and in regional and national authonties; 
- long term projects. 
2.  Should  the  programme  contin~ to  tar&et  intennediaries,  or  should  it  be 
directed at SMEs? 
SMEs  are, of course,  the  ultunate target,  and  the  ultimate  criterion  for  the  success of 
SPRINT ts  whether or not it  cons1ders the spec1fic needs of the various SME categones 
However, the mam approach of SPRINT irutJatJves at present IS  to increase the degree of 
efficiency and europearusation of SME partners  instrumental  m  the  mnovauon process 
Tius produces a leverage of  around I 00, pennirung mdirect contact \1.1th  some  I 00 000 of 
a total of 300 000 potentJal SME chents 
Ideally one should go beyond tlus  and contact SAfEs  d1rectl_v  Tills could be done  m  a 
number of  ways: 
a  Maintain SME partictpation  m pilot schemes  for  testing the effic1ency  of vanous 
modes ofpartnership ""ith SMEs  It IS  far  from obvious that "intcrmcd.iancs", the current 
name given  to SME partners,  exactly meet  the  demand  from  SMEs.  SMEs are  highly 
diversified and  have  many  different  needs,  moreover,  many  mtermcdlancs  do  busmess 
mostJy ""ith large firms and are not  ...,,llmg to make the effort to adapt to SME demand. 
which is often unprofitable 
There are two positive aspects to SME part.ICipatJon in  pilot schemes 
- gtve direct help to SMEs taking part m the scheme (as "'ith MINT, Specific ProJects. 
ITDays, Investment fora, etc.) 
- checlc  that the acnon talcen  by SNfE partners  really meets the  requirements of the 
firms.  Test  the  qualtty  of these  partners  and  recommend  ways  of m1provmg  thetr 
professionalism  in  de:almg  \1.1th  SMEs  A  close  analysis  of observed  mteractions 
permits a better grasp of  rea..l  S ME demand 
However, it  is  important that  these  SMEs are a  representative sample. For example, the 
three categories described in the first  part of the report ought to be represented, beanng 111 
mind  that  the main target of innovatJon policy  lS the  standard SME, i.e.  firms  which do 
little or no research.  We  recommend that a cla.ssificanon of  SAfEs.  based on  ~nnovanon 
demand, be compiled and kept constantly up to date. 
Furthermore, it  is useful to calculate (by category) the number of SMEs which are clients 
of intermediaries  supported  by  the  programme.  It  is  then  possible  to  avoid  over-
concentration  on  service-type  firms  or  mst.Jtutions,  which  would  aJm  only  at  small 
categories of SMEs \loith  relatively low economic weight. 31 
b.  Use SPRINT as  a  tool for Jdentifymg  SAfE demand and  as  their ambassador  to 
operational programmes. 
For example, after selecting about fi.ft.eeD  traditional sectors (textile,  footwear, furniture, 
three or four agri-foodstuffs  sectors, structural steelwork etc.) or "high-tech"  sectors a 
systematic mvestigation might be carried out, providing a more precise nsion of the needs 
of SMEs m each sector which is  both exploratory and practical. Ths mvestigatlon would 
closely  mvolve  representative  SMEs and  reg~onal authoritles  (since  traditional  sectors 
have strong reg1onal affinities). We shall come to this in the third pomt of this  paragraph. 
concerrung SPRINTs role ns-a-ns the reg1ons. 
Tius type of in vestigatioo rna y bring to light as many '1lorizontal" needs (e.g  the m  j ect10n 
of O\lon  resources  mto  new  technology-based  firms)  as  "vertical"  needs  (e g  future 
technologies for the footwear sector) 
SPRINT  do....--s,  in  fact.  work  m  that  direction  ..,;th  RTO  rniru-networks.  but  m  a  wa~ 
which IS  too fragmented to be noticed by SMEs and especially for SPRINTs ad\lce to be 
taken senously by other programmes, European or regional. 
c.  Beyond this  expenmental approach and "progranuning consultancy", the th1rd  actl\1~ 
rrught  approach SMEs from  traditional  sectors  directly  and  in  large  numbers.  offenng 
them the type of  support which local authontles provtde today. 
ls  this type of extensive and duect approach to SMEs conceivable for  standard SMEs 
(those ·wh.ich  do  linle  or  no  research)  ..,,th  schemes  close  to  the  market?  llus  IS  a 
debatable point; it  is certain, however, that SPRINTs already thorough knowledge of the 
SME system (through Its mterfa.ce networks m particular) would help the thud a.ctmty to 
succeed m such an undertakmg 
But the subsidiarity principle (and also the real tendency SMEs have to be  suspicious of 
partners which are  too dlstant) are  opposed  to tius a pnori. In  any case, one should be 
wary of the response to subsuiianty "'iuch consists of forcing SMEs to work together in 
mt.emat10nal consortia  this may be  an mt.eresung formula for the h.igh-tcch  SME fn.nge, 
but  it  is  not  necessarily  the  key  to  the  competitiveness  of European  SMEs  A  more 
realistic approach would be to try to lllflucnce the use of the structural funds  by regional 
authorities  (or dlrectly  through  DG  XVI),  by  disseminating  best  practices  which  are 
clearly demonstrated and c:xplamed. 
Whilst recommendmg that 1ntermed1anes remam the mam target of  the SPRINT system. 
the panel wishes the  Impact on SAfEs  to be  manitored and regularly reported on.  e.g. 
through pilot scMmes cart  folly d~sed  for the purpose. 
The panel also feels that there are some opporrumnes for a d1rect  approach to  SJ.,£Es, 
and that these could be met wJthout v10latmg the subsid1anry pnnc1ple. 32 
3.  A new dimension: SPRINT as the contact point for re~ional authorities 
Historically speaking, while aiming to cover the entire range of innovation operators, the 
various  SPRINT  initiatives  first  coocentrated  on  consultants,  then  on  technological 
partners, and  thereafter on  financial  partners and proximity advisers  (RTACs)  But the 
increasingly important role of regional policies for supporting innovallon  111  SMEs tends 
to  create  a  preferential  relationship  between  those  responsible  for  these  poltctes  and 
SPRINT 
This  DC\'.'  dlmcrtSion of the  SPRINT system should be  considered a  priority,  but on  the 
condition that all the unpltcations are assessed. The expenence acqutrcd by SPRINT and 
the  double approach of ElMS and cxpenmentation places the  th.trd  actmty m  an  ideal 
posttlon for: 
- hclpmg  local  authonDes  define  the  content  of their  programmes  m  support  of 
mnovauon  m  SMEs  (What?)  SPRINT  has  been  domg  tlus  for  years  through  1ts 
actJ1.1t1es  111  the sctence park COnsultancy scheme. 
- 1be sectoral prionties described above are a special issue. SPRINT could help reg10ns 
to define new sectoral balances and technology mteracuon programmes w1thout a great 
deal of  extra mput. 
- adnstng  the  reg1ons  on  rhe  1mplemenranon  of thetr  programmes  m  support  of 
mnovauon  m  SMEs and/or  for  technology  dlsserrunalJOn  (How7)  llus has  already 
begun  under  the  "strategy"  hcadmg  of the  RfiTS  and  RTP  schemes  The  heavy 
response  to  the  RITTS  call  for  proposals  (a  quarter of all  European  reg10ns)  also 
shows  how  much the  reg1ons  seek  advtce  on  the  vanous  modes  of act1on.  the  best 
mtcrvent.Jon  methods,  the  new  facets  of mnovat.Jon.  schemes  for  fostenng  a  more 
professiOnal approach, ctc 
- helpmg  regions  to evaluate their  prOJects  from  the  outside,  and at  the  same tune to 
implement permanent  self~valuat.Jon mechamsms. llus IS  the basts of the RJTIS and 
RTP  prOJects  lbe constderable strength of the SPRINT programme here  IS  1ts  ability 
to combine reflectiOn.  mlemaDonal companson. control over a vast network of experts 
and  its  "supranatJOnal"  postllon.  whlch  g.tves  the  evaluatiOns  it  can  "guarantee"  a 
strong credJbthty.  It could even  be  saJd  that  SPRINT could play the  same role  .,..,th 
regional authonues as the OECD has .,..,th nat..ional  authont..ies. 
1be panel  feels that tlus  support for  regJ~ mnovation policies deserves encouragement 
particularly  because  rt  lS  perfcctJy  m  lme  .,..,th  two  pnnctples  of  all  Community 
programmes: subsJdJanty and coheSJon 
C.  PROPOSALS FOR SPECIFIC ACTION 
The first  recommendation from the  panel  lS  that the tools perfected by SPRINT should be 
fully  used  and  should  fonn  the  basts  for  the  onginahty  and  effectiveness  of the  th.trd 
acnvity. 
As is  pointed out above, however, these tools incorporate some weaknesses that must be 
deah  '""ith.  Targets  for  unprovement  can  be  summansed  i.n  three  words  transfXlrency 33 
(VIsibility).  dissemination and interacnon  These key words have already appeared in  th~ 
proposals for entrance/exit mechanisms. 
1.  Improve the reflection - experimentation - evaluation - dissemination cycle. 
The panel considers this global approach to be very effective, and particularly well-sUJtcd 
to the cLversified and changing en\1ronmcnt of mnovation m  SMEs  However.  the  panel 
recommends some Lmprovements 
(a)  as already said above, Lmprove  the transparency of the choice of ElMS thcnlL.'S  b~ 
assoe~atJ.ng 11  mth other Comnusswn sen1ces, 
(b)  concerrung erpenmentanon, define the methodological obJective of each pilot proJect 
(expected  lessons)  more  prec1sely.  work  out  what  the  evaluation  prcx:t..-durt:  \\111  tx:. 
accumulate knowledge on the evaluatwn methodology. 
The  ;urn  IS  to  be  able  to  prmide  a  descnption  of each  expenence  m  ord~r to  allm\ 
managers  (from regwnal orgarusatJOns,  or RTOs, or SMEs. etc) to  reproduce  1t,  or at 
least  to  be  msp1red  by  1t,  or  on  the  contrary  to  abandon  proJects  wh1ch  might  have 
appeared  anract1ve  at  first  ln  fact,  the  mnovat1on  arc.a  IS  full  of  Id~ which  an: 
propagated without the.r field of application bcmg kno\\n and which ncXd  to be  valid.:ttcd 
It  has  already been  said that the eva.luat1on  of,  say, spec1fic  projects. and of future th1rd 
actmry projects,  should be extended to other projects run m the European arena 
(c)  Currently, poor dJSsemlnanon  IS probably the greatest weak-ness of  SPRI~'T nus  IS 
connected  \\lth  the  prevwus  pomt,  smcc  1t  IS  not  possible  to  d.Jssemmate  mforrnatJOn 
profitably  unless  it  can  be  ut.J!Jsed  d.Jrect..ly,wruch  "'ill  usually  requ1re  elaborate 
presentation  work.  There  IS  a  strong  ana..Jogy  here  \\ith  technology  d.Jssem1natwn 
mnovat.Jon  processes are a  techno!~ m then O\\n  nght, and the1r  d.Jsscmmat1on  follows 
the rules set out in Part Two 
Some  of the  knowledge  acqu1red  through  an  experunenta.l  project  (M11'.'T,  Spcc1fic 
ProJects, etc.)  is  sull  t.ac1t  and  can only  be  d.Jsserrunated  by those who  took part  in  the 
experunent  The permanent staff of SPRINT m charge of these projects can apply to new 
projects of the  3rd  actJVlf)'  a  substantial  amount of expenence  accumulated  m  earlier 
projects .This is,  however,  Besides a  rather spec1al case and cons1denng the low level of 
intra-European mobility,  does nO(  allow for ~1ve  dissemination 
Hence there is a need to present what has been learnt, so as to transform th1s  tac1t know-
bow into explicit knowledge able to be  "to1.1dely  disseminated m  wnnen fonn.  One  good 
example is  the recent c.amp;ugn on ·Best practices in rnan.agmg transnat1onal technology-
transfer networks". 
One  effective form of d.Jsserru.nation  would be  the  use of the  methods  expl;uned  for  the 
design and connnuous assessment of  projeCts financed by the CommiSSion on the bas1s 
of calls for proposals.  The  Conurussaon  would  describe  the  methods  in  its  call  for 
proposals - a  ready-made means of dlssenunallon  (if an}thing,  calls  for  proposals  are 
documents  properly  read).  Then,  when  the  project  is  under  way,  SPRINT  experts 
(permanent or external) would have a  field in which to put the methodology into practice 
and improve on it.  The projects in  question would be  not only transfer projects (SPAL), 
but also the innovation policy evaluation exercises (RITIS and RTP). 34 
What must be disseminated are /eamtng methods {transfer processes, teamwork proJects, 
"Goal-Oriented Project Planning"- (GOPP-) groups for managing  international  projects, 
mini-network  organisation,  operation  of an  RTAC,  etc.).  These  have  a  far  greater 
multiplier effect than the ~  .. m" dissemination of  each technology in tum 
11lls dissemination should cover all the aspects of SPRINT {and in  future all  those of the 
third acti.,;t;·): 
published procecdmgs of the ElMS workshops; 
- publication of execuuve  summaries of ElMS  studies  and  eas..- ac{:ess  to  the 
studies themselves, 
- disserrunat.Jon ofthe results of specific proJects in  a form to be  spectf1ed 
For example  the procecdlngs of ElMS  s~mpos1a and studies are not always publtshed  It 
IS  cruc1al  that  execut.Jve  summa.nes  be  publtshcd;  the  results  of the:  Sp<Xtfic  projects 
should remam confidential 
The panel sugges/5 that new methods o(  drssemmatmg what has been !t-amr by 
erpenmentanon should be srudred and applred v.lfhrn the SPRINT system and more 
generall_v wlfhtn the thrrd acnvrry 
2.  Reinforce and systemati~ the interaction between the SPRINT programme and 
its potential partners 
•  lnteracnon wlfh other CommrsHon departments 
This  is  a  delicate  subject  Ho  .... n·er  1t  LS  worth  the  effort,  because  one  of the  maJOr 
objectives of an  tnn0vat1on  poltcy  IS  to  mobdtse  all  avajlable  resources  from  verncal 
programmes for new mltlat1ves wtuch art: better targeted at new catcgoncs of SME 
lbe best  example of cooperation  between  SPRINT and  another  DG  1s  the  JOLnt  RTP 
scheme  with  DG  XVl  {so:  Annex  I.  Chapter  I 8)  Tius  rooperatlon  could  prove 
particularly fruJtfultfthc results of SPRINT are interesting and v.·ell-authentJcated, they 
could be c:xoloit.ed by structural fund uscn and be of considerable mflucnce  Furthennore, 
the  panel  tr.:.nlc.s  thai  lessons  mould  be  learnt  from  t.lus  suaessful case study and that 
gc:neraJ  mechanisms of intcra.ctJon  between the th1rd  activ1t;· and other sel"VIces  rould be 
derived from them. 
DG XXIII pursues similar object.n  .. es to those of SPRl!'I'T, but tn a  larger poltttcal aren.:1 
Flexible and regularly-apphc:d  mechamsrru  should therefore  be used to  lmk  up  the  two 
programmes  (the  same  app!Jes  to  the  whole  of the  third  actiVlty  and  other  honz.ontal 
programmes of the Comrrusston) 
Care should be taken conccmtng interaction between the third activ1tv and the  rest of the 
Framework Programme  Applymg the lt.near model could make the t.lu.rd  activ1ty appear to 
be a  mere device for exploiting the  results of the first  activ1ty.  Tius would be a  m1stake 
which the committee already pomtc:d out in the first part ofthis report. 35 
Without neglecting the services it v.ill be required to provide, the third activity should be 
first and foremost regarded as a consultation and coordination opportunity for  initJatives 
in  support  of  innovative  SMEs.  It  should  also  inspire  and  evaluate  the  \4nous 
deparonents responsible for exploiting the  "1%" allocated to exploitation in  each specific 
programme of the first acri vity.  The experience that SPRINT has acquired, and its ab  i  It ty 
to  assess SME demand,  should also be  exploited by all  those whose  terms of reference 
mclude support for mnovanve Sl\fEs 
To  summansc. the panel suggests that mteractwn mechamsms be negonated  ber~:een 
the th1rd acf1>70' and each CommiSSIOn programme likely to contnbure to the 
d~velopmenr o(mnovanon rn  SAfEs 
•  Interaction With  the local and regional authonnes responsible for Innovation 
ln paragraph 83 we stressed the appropnateness of such an interactJOn. it  had a head start 
\\1th  the  launch  of the  RJTIS  and  RTP  programmes  The  panel  suggests  that  this 
approach be  first of all extens1vely mvestJgated by experimentatiOn and then 1mplementcd 
on a long-term basts, together v.1th  any  other scheme able to stunulate d.Jaloguc  between 
the CommissiOn and 200-300 European partners dea.hng v.1th  mnovatwn poltcy 
Other forms of mteraction could be developed m the context of specific proJects  Some of 
these could  take  the  form  of "Jomt  ventures"  between  the  third  activity  and  a  rcg10nal 
authonty. The use of such a proJect as a test for a technology transfer mode or for a local 
mno\"atJOn  policy would enhance Its credibtl1ty, and it  would be far eas1er to duplicate if It 
proved successful. 
When  the  "Council of the  Regwns"  proVIded  for  by the  Maastricht treaty becomes  fully 
operational, it  will  be important for  the thud actiVIty  to report to Jt  on  its actJVItles  The 
third activity would find  its  natural polltJcal support there, because today 1t  IS  the reg10ns 
wtuch press in  each Member State for  a  redistnbutJon of the  funds  earmarked for  large 
proJects and the far more modest sums allocated to supporting innovation m SMEs 
Similar steps should st.n:ngthen SPRINT contacts v.1th  national policy-makers responsible 
for innovatJon in SMEs m the Member States 
3.  Increase human resourc~ within th~ SPRINT programme: 
As already stated, SPR.Wf hnes of actJon  can achieve their objectives only through the 
availability of a  number of tughly-quallfied experts  Whether the work entails reflection, 
evaluation.  dissemination.  runrung  of nerv.·orks  or nuni-communities, etc., we  are  faced 
with a situation in  which budgets are relatJvcly modest (except for specific projects), but 
in which the objective to be ultunately ach1eved requires substantial staff availabilty 
Tbc combined number of Commission officials plus staff in the techllical assistance unit is 
less than 20. Tbc extensive usc of a  network of consultants is  a  positive consequence of 
the  shortage of permanent  staff.  Although  we  welcome  this  development,  it  must  be 
recognised  that  consultants  are  no  substitute  for  permanent  staff,  cannot  accumulate 36 
relevant experience and general knowledge of innovation problems, and cannot be made 
responsible for dissemination or, of  course, for following up their own work. 
The  JXlne/  therefore  strongly recommends  that  manpower of the  SPRINT system  be 
Increased  A way should be found to  Implement this  recommendatwn rn  the  light of 
current European Commission rules w1th respect to manpower erpendlfures  Detaching 
erpens from  regwnal and/or national orgamsations  is an minative  wh1ch  could be 
taken systemat7ca//y . 
D.  MISCELLANEOUS 
During 1ts  work, the panel tackJcd vanous problems for which there was no llme to go mto 
details but .... -tuch rrught be of mterest to the third act.JVJty.  These mclude 
- the contribution of the third actmty to the practice of  the "I% rule" (see appendix 3 ). 
- proVJde  innovation  poltcy  .,..,th  a  broader  vis1on  Besides  the  ma.m  objective,  1 e 
mdustrial  competitiveness,  cons1derauon  could  be  gJven  to  a  world  d.Jmenswn. 
ecological and socJo-econorruc a1rns, 
- support  from  the  tlurd  activity  for  mnovauon  and  technology  transfer  poltcles  m 
Central and Eastern Europe 
£  CONCLUSION: SUMMARY ANSWERS  TO  THE QUESTION PUT TO  THE 
PANEL 
Lct us answer in order the three quesuons put to the Committee in  1ts  terms of reference 
1.  Has SPRJNT pursu~d the objectiv~s laid down in the Decision of 17 August 1989? 
These  obj~-tives were couched  m  very  amb1Uous  terms  I) to strengthen the  innovatJve 
capacity of European  firms,  2) to promote the  mnovatJOn  process and the  penetration of 
new  technologies  and  3)  to  tmpro  ..  -c  the  efficiency  and  coherence  of mnovatJon  and 
tcclmology  transfer  polic1es  throughout  the  Member  States  and  the  reg10ns  (cohcs1on 
objective). 
The analysis  of Part Two and  the  conclus1ons  of the  Part  Three  provide  a  generally 
positn'e answer to this quest1on 
- SPRINT's experiment.a.J  character enabled a  large number of solutions to be tested 
in nearly all cxplorable paths of mnovat10n support  1nanks to ElMS and the tnal-
and-error method enablmg the  mtcmal aspects of the vanous lmes of action to  be 
specified. the Commission now has m 1ts  possess1on a well-used tool  for reflection, 
experimentation and dcc!Sion-makmg 37 
- Operators in  the innovation system (including technical organisations) have found 
in SPRINT the framework for cooperation and interaction which they used to lack. 
- SPRINT only recently started to focus on the efficiency and coherence of policies 
at regional or national leveL  It is therefore too early to assess SPRINTs impact on 
this third objective 
One could. of eourse, ratse multiple criticisms of a  programme which has  by no  means 
achteved all  it  set out to do, and has succeeded even less in bringing all  those mvolvcd m 
the innovation system to a tugh level of competence and efficiency. But SPJill.,'T had  very 
few  resources for performing these tasks.  Its  cost/benefit ratio is,  in  fact,  very rugh  the 
RTO  mini-network  programme,  for  example,  succeeded  in  changmg  the  bd1a\1our of 
many RTOs .,.,,th very meagre funds per organisation 
2.  Are innovation and technolo2ical dissemination policies still rele,·ant today? 
The second question can be  answered s1mply by pointing out that, five  years  after  1989, 
strengthening  the  umovatJve  capaclt)'  of SMEs  has  become  a  top  pnont)·  for  those 
responsible for economic compeut1veness  Above all,  the disseminatJOn of technology to 
traditional  sectors has  become  more  unportant  than  the  large-scale  production  of new 
technologies  of sole  benefit  to  the  h.Jgh-tcch  sector.  Furthermore,  m  a  area  in  wh.Jch 
actJvities  are  close  to  the  market  and  c.amed  out  by  firms  Y.ith  a  reg10nal  b1as.  the 
subsidiarity principle makes direct targctlng of standard SMEs very difficult The pohcy 
m  .. ·ented by SPRINT fits these constraults and obJectives very well 
3.  How should the problems no~ ~in~ dealt  ~·ith by SPRINT ~  handled as part of 
the third activity? 
Various  critic1srns  and  recommendations  are  put  forward  throughout  Parts  Two  and 
1brce and  Annexes  1 and  2  lbere IS  a  great deal  to be  done before SPRINT m1tiatives 
can be considered as worlang totally satJsfactonly 
However,  the  panel  regards  SPRINTs  overall  approach  as  a  very  healthy  one  and 
recommends that its ma.m charactenrucs be  rcumed 
1bc  coherence  of the  ·sPRINT  systern·  must  above  all  be  preserved  in  the  new 
organisation: the nwn value of these  U\JtJatJvcs  lies  in  the position they occupy WJthin  a 
.global policy. 1bere i.s an ob\10US danger that each scheme and each type of partner might 
cut itself or himselflhersclf off from  the  rest  of the  system.  This  can already happens 
today where  each  category of operator rcrrwns more or less  ignorant of what the other 
categories are doing.  This v.-eakness of the programme ought to be  remedied rather than 
aggravated. 
,The panel deems it essentJal for a smgle group v.ithin the  "'Third Activit)·" should be  m 
charge of  promoting: 
interaction Y.ith  other Corrunission programmes and v.ith Third Activity schemes 
(the horizontal dimension of  an trulovation policy); 
an overall  approach of reflection  - evaluation  - dissemination  applying  to  the 
whole of  the Third Activity (experunental dimension); 38 
initiatives for bringing together the various SME partners (interactive dimension); 
assessment of the  impact that  various  schemes  in  support of innovation  policy 
may have on SMEs. 
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ANNEX  1: 
AI\ALYSIS OF THE  SPRINT  SYSTEM BY TYPE OF OPERA  TOR 
Comments on the individual schemes 
As  mentwncd  alxJVe,  systematlc acnoo  1s  the  only way to  make  a  real  liTlpact  on  an 
en\1rorl!T1ent  as  complex  and  mteractive  as  the  irmovation  system  Is  tnt'  SPR/."'7. 
programme a  s_vstem?  Has  11  an  mtemal logic?  To  assess  liS  coherence.  the  panel 
chose to  analyse  11  through rwo  gnd~  the  trmovatton operators gnd. used tn  thts anne\.. 
and the obJCCltves gnd. used m Annex 2 
ln  the  followmg  pages  the  evaluations  of each  hne  of actiOn  of SPRI/'."T  arc  set  out 
accordmg to the followmg set of cntena 
a  terms of the obJeCllves 
b  background to the scheme and its liTlplcmcntation 
c  experunental aspect d!ssenunatJOn effort 
d  mteractJOn >n1th other programmes (mstde and outs1de SPR.Th'T) 
e  the panel's assessment 
f  assessment of future prospects 
The panel's corrunents take mto account the evaluation reports earned out at the request of 
the Comrrussion for stx of the acttVltJcs 
One of the main virtues of SP~'T  smce 1ts  begmrungs ha.s  been  its  recognitiOn that the 
liUlO\'lltlon  process relies on a  vanety of SME partners and its  consequent promotJon of 
emerging  innovaflon  serv1ces.  Whatever  the  sector  of actJV1ty,  SMEs  cannot  work 
...,,thout partners ...,,th expertlse conduc1ve to 1rmovatton and complementary to the mtemal 
know-how of the  firm.  To illustrate th1s  d.Jvers1ty.  the panel  used the  so called hexagon 
d.Jagram  (see figure  l ).  SMEs are m the centre, on each side of the hexagon are the  SIX 
nwn types of  SME partner 
- other firms (SMEs and large firms). 
- Technology Resource Centres (RTOs, or Research and Technology Organisations). 
- various types of  Consultancy (management, marketmg, intellectual property); 
- financialtnsntunons (banks and cap1tal development organisations}; 
and  on  the  last  two  sides  of the  hexagon,  we  have  generalists  who  stimulate  the 
demand and organise the coherence of  the various schemes 
- fitld innovanon consultants: 
- reg~onal authonnes responsible for mnovanon policy. 40 
1. Schemes aiming at SME technological partners 
SPRINT grouped the various types of technology supplier under the beading of RTOs. A 
conference was  organised by SPRINT in  1993  y.fuch enabled the development of these 
important SME partners to be assessed  They include: 
- sectoral technical centres  which mostly  conduct collective research proJects  on basJC 
technolog1es m traditional sectors, 
- Technological  Resource Centres (fRCs). which  concentrate on  one  technology only 
(laser technology,  materials technology  etc.)  Small  technical  teams  m  c I  ose con  tact 
with  laboratones,  and  totally dedicated  to SMEs  (testmg,  anal~·s1s.  part1c1pation  m 
product or process-based proJects ctc ) developed, particularly m France. 
- CROs, wtuch have  a  sunilar work  function  but are pnvately owned,  and  work  Y.lth 
SMEs for only a small part of the1r ume 
MINI RTO (OR RA) ~'l:TWORKS 
Llunched in  1987, this line of action includes ovcr 60 m<lividual  RTO networks Y.ith  a  total 
of about 300 members which have been or still are supported by SPRINT  An evaluation of 
this line of action was conducted by Segal Qumce W1cksteed.  Published in March  1994, it is 
based on data dating back to 1991  and  I 99  2 
Sectoral RTOs arc the main target for this action, but uni"·ersities, CROs (Contract Research 
Organisations)  and  engincenng consulta.IKIC3  arc  now  also  included  in  that  targ~"t.  These 
netv.'Orks  usually bring together five  to teo RTOs, the  task of the  network  ranging from a 
JOLnt  technology research project to a JOLnt  schcrnc  for disseminating a  proven technology or 
"prenormative (pre-standardtsat1on)  a.nal~u". There  are  technology  oriented  networks  as 
Y.-dl  as sectorally based networks 
1be  scheme  is  experimental  and  aims  to  dc\-clop  the  European  techno  log)·  trans  fer 
infrastructure.  Its  overall  impact u  cons1dered  to be  very posttive.  About one half of all 
European R Teh ha \'C boe:n  conucted  80 % of the networks would not have existed ....;thou t 
SPRINT support. and b.alf of them  "o~.1U cootinue nctworl. activities after SPRINT support is 
ended at a slower pace, however. 
The most striking changes in  the  attJtude of RTOs in\'01\'C the increased number of schemes 
they  can cooduct and the  qualtty of thc1r  action,  those  RTOs  located in  the  less-favoured 
regions  bad  the  opportunity  to  a.cqUJrc  competencies  in  disciplines  such  as  consultancy, 
testing and  participation  in  innovauoo proJect!  for  SMEs  11le  impact on disserrunation  1s 
noticeable but more difficult to me3..S1Jrc.  The direct  in1pact  on SMEs (SPRINTs ultimate 
target. it sbou.Jd  be remembered)  can only  be  measured  m<lirectly,  through  the  mcreasing 
number of  services offered by RTOs 
Assessment 
This mini-octwork  programme demonstrates  the value of trans-European collaboration and 
continues to e'\'Olve  and  uncover a  range of SME needs which  can be  met by  RTOs. 1be 
programme offers  ·ways  of tackling  the  crucial  issue of adoption  of new  technologies  by 41 
SMEs, and improves the quality and  relevance of RTO services in the Member States. The 
programme  has  by  oo  means  exhausted  all  possible  paths  of action  and  should  be 
maintained, ta1cing into account the changes suggested by the SQW evaluation report. 
NETWORK OF EUROPEAN AssOCIATION OF CONTRACT RESEARCH ORGANISATIONS 
(EACRO) 
EACRO  is  an  associatioo  of contract-research  professiooal  organisations  (CROs)  from 
Communitv and EFTA Member States. It was launched in  1989 with the help ofSPRTNT In 
totll,  CROs  employ  some  25  000 highly  qualified  people  in  all  sectors  of RTD.  Theu 
tumm·er is more than ECU 1500 million. 
Contract  Resc:arch  Organisations  are  independent  R&D  institutions  which  work  on  a 
commercial basis by generating and  transferring technologies for mdustrial firms according 
to the terms of  a contract. 
2.  Actions aiming at RT  ACs 
"The  new  function  of RTACs  (Reg10nal  Technology  Advisory  Centres)  developed  only 
recently.  It can be  described as follo'>'"S  to explore the SME systertl, to diagnose Its needs. 
to offer SMEs a wide ch01ce of technologJc.al  partners, and eventually to help SMEs launch 
and pilot a proJect  definition phase 
Depending on the country, this RTAC functJon may be attached to that of an RTO, or 1t  may 
be  quite separate. For those in  favour of the second approach, RTO representa.llves tend to 
suggest their ov.n technologies rather than the best solutwn 
Most often, these centres (someumes cons1sttng of no  more than  two or three  people) arc 
grouped in regional networks (in France,  RDTs or Reseau de Diffusion de  Ia  Technolog1c) 
whose function is to bnng some order to a professiOn which is still ill-defined 
RTAC NEtwORKS 
This network is an association of some  150  regional centres for technology consultancy all 
over Europe.  It aims to disseminate i.nform.ll.loo  amongst all  its members for the benefit of 
its clic:ots. particularly S  MEs 
Annual  c:onfercoces  are  organised  and  sub-groups  meet  up  in  order  to  solve  common 
problems oo a European basis. The network has  published a Who's Who guide along with a 
guide to innovation support instruments in  the  various Member States. 1be network is also 
c:urn:ntly working on topics such as classification of client  firrru~ and on measurements and 
method! of •internal  bcnchmarlcing"  v.ith  the  aim  of improving the  working efficiency of 
RTACs. Since RTACs actively work with SMEs in their own regions, the  impact on SMEs 
of  experience shared between RT  ACs is widespread. 42 
By allov..ffig  RTAC  representatives  to  meet  up,  by  contributing  to  travel  expenses  and 
providing. administrative backup, SPRINT triggers a europeanisation effect on RTACs. The 
panel considers that this action ~  appropriately managed, that it provides good added value 
and that it should be actively pursued. 
J.  Schemes aiming at science parks 
An  mnovation policy must promote  mteraction between its  operators.  One of the  preferred 
tools of policy-makers is  the creation of interaction  "platforms" or science parks, of which 
there are currently two types. 
- rradrnonal scrence paries (Britlsh or US·-type) which are usually close to the grounds of a 
univers1rv, and where "rugh-tcch" firms dec1de to take root (someumes they are generated 
through an "mcubator" Wlthtn the park), 
- tcchnopoles, particularly in  France.  which aun to stimulate and structure local  mdustry. 
whatever  the  sector  and  the  loc.auon  of  the  firms  Thc1r  concentration  on  scn1ce 
allowances, telemaucs etc. makes them surular to the RTACs descnbed abon:. 
- m both cases, the "mcubator" funct1on  has developed extensively m order to help start up 
new technology firms 
ln practice, policy-makers tend to combmc the two funcuons, particularly smcc the defects of 
the  lmear model have been shown up 
SCIENCE PARK CONSULTAJ'KY SCHEME (SPCS)- STRAND: FEASIBILITY STUDIES 
Objective,~ and badq:rouod 
. 
For the  regions, science parks and  slnlilar structures (technopoles etc ) are an •mportant tool 
for promoting innovation  and  technology transfer.  1be Saence Park  Consultancy Scheme 
had been launched in  1990 as a SPRINT I  me of action to help promoters improve the des1gn 
and p  Ianning of  their ini  tiat:i ves. 
By  subsidising  the  cost  of a  panel  of foreign  expert  consultants,  the  Scheme  supports 
prornot.e:rs  - particularly  those  in  less-developed  areas  or  rn  reg.~ons  where  then:  1s  lrttle 
history  of science  pam  - to  ac.a::s.s  prn1ous  European  expenencc  through  established 
indepeodeot experts. ln most cases. the srud)· comes at the definition phase and proVldcs the 
boost essa1  tial at locaJ level. 
So far there have been four calls for proposals under the  scheme, in  1990,  1991,  1992  and 
1993.  As a  result of the  calls  about  450  applications  were  received  and  more  than  100 
coo~  were signed 
Together v.ith the  first call for proposals was a call  for experts with special knowledge and 
professional experience related to Sc•ence Parks. Around 100 were selected, and the  list of 
experts was updated and expanded in June 199 3. 43 
Assessment 
The Scicoa Parle Consultancy Scheme has helped consolidate and enlarge the Science Pan 
movement  in  Europe,  though  it has  to be  said  that  improving  the quality  rather  than  the 
quantity of  science parks is the objective. 
Feasibility studies have also helped  create a  community of  experts  on  science parks.  thus 
pc: rmitting the exchange of  best pra.c:tl ce 
ln  most cases, the  SPCS  has  provided help v.ith  the  definition  of projects and  accelerated 
some of them.  lo some cases, the conclusions ofthe experts have generated a  redefinition of 
the obJectlVes and structure of  the science park. 
Furthermore, the SPRINT "label", i e. the acknowledgement of the quality of the programme 
and  rts  European dirnens10n,  has attracted to the park firms  with  an  international  standing 
and mcrea.sed the interest of external econorruc operators in the park 
Recommendations 
The panel considers the feasibility study strand of the SPCS programme to  be  well-targeted 
and  feels that it meets an increasing demand. 
It  suggests, however, that the  prospects of s~nergy v.;th  DG  I (external  relations) and  "';th 
the  PHARE  progranune  be  investigated  in  order  to  allow  experts  used  m  the  SPCS 
programme to work in Ccntra.l  Europe as 'tlr-ell. 
In  general,  SPRINT has  become  a  benchmark  of consultancy  support  for  science  park 
promoters. This strength must be exploited and  be enabled to contribute to the development 
of parks in all EFT  A and Central  Europe countnes. The aim is to be  in a position to validate 
a proposal and give promoters and managers acces.s to the  SPRINT list of registered experts 
The prestige of  the SPRINT label will certainly help promoters to get the necessary funds for 
the study from regional 
authorities, for example. 
Lastly, the panel recommends that a quality-control system be built into the initiative in order 
to update knowledge of  the experose of  a consu lta.nt. 
SCIF.NCE PARK CONSULTANCY SCH.EME- STRAAl>: SUPPORT FOR EYAUJATION OF 
KXISTING SCIENC! PARKS 
Objectives 
1bc objectives of this  strand  are to help science park promoters and directors to assess the 
impact of the schemes they implement and to understand better bow their initiative fulfils the 
objectives that were  initially set for the  part.  The scheme also aims  to define or redefine 
these  objectives,  formulating  a  strategy  compatible  with  the  economic  and  technological 
enviroomc:nt,  and  providing  these  pa.OO  with  a  number  of tools  for  monitoring  their 
performance in the future. The scheme is mainly for parks which are at least three years old. 44 
Implementation 
The evaluation strand of  the SPCS is  a complanentary activity to the one described  above 
(feasibility studies). It provides financial support covering the costs of  employing a  team of 
two c:onsultants  to carry out the evaluation  exercise.  The  Commission  provides a  list of 
consultant!, but the prornot.er5  are fully responsible  for selecting coosultancies  and  experts 
from these lists. 
The work itsc:lf is  in  ~"0 stages. The first stage is  aimed  at defining  the  objectives of the 
science park and  the  relevant evaluation themes. 1be second  stage  is  concerned "ith the 
actual field work needed to collect the required data and to define a new strategy for the park 
and/or organisational changes. 
SPR.II'o.rr has issued a list of  themes for the evaJuation.. SPRINT is also planning to appolllt a 
monJtonng committee to morutor the progress of the evaluations and the  performance of the 
consultants. 
The scheme is  a  new experimental  activity.  Six proposals have been  approved.  lbe first 
evaluations "i.JI be initiated by the end of 1994. 
Assessment 
Scaence parks have become an important part of regional innovation support infrastructures 
There are more than  250 science park projects and sunilar developments  m the  Commuruty 
and many  new ones are being planned. On  the  basis of this  extensive stock of experience, 
valuable less.ons could be collected through evaluation, to the benefit of  both i.ndJVlduaJ  parks 
and the  concept as a whole.  It is hoped that  collaboration ~-een  the parks, still  relatively 
undeveloped,  will grow.  The  ran·onat~ of  th€  science  park eva/uanon scheme  wllhm  the 
SPRINT programTM is thuafore sound. On the other hand, it is too early to assess to what 
extent the scheme will be able to moet thes.e needs. 
The  current  approach  to  evaluation  could  be  slightly  modified.  ln  particular,  the 
specifications of the consulta.ncy worl::  pay too little attention to assessing the  impact of the 
park oo industrial development in the  reg~on  Th1s 1mpact ultimately Justifies the enstence of 
the part 
1bc establishment of the monitoring comma nee for the evaluation may  provide an adequate 
mechanimt for controlling the  quality of the consulta.ncy work. but will this be sufficiart to 
bm the  general  lcssoos  from  the  e-.-a.lua.rions  and  to  disseminate  this  both  to  future 
consultancy work  and  to other  parts of the  Commission  and  to  regronal  admmistrat.Jons? 
Herr again, di.rsemination of  the lessons l~amed  IS nat properly tackled. 
In the  long term.  better collaboration ~-ecn  science parks may  provide opportunities for 
the  launch  of associations  to  ..... -tuch  the  management  of these  evaluations  could  be 
transferred.  lbe development  of !Uch  networks  of scu:nce  parks  could  be  supported  by 
SPRINT. 45 
4.  Actions aimin2 at consultants in 2eoeral 
One of  the acheivements of SPRINT is to have emphasised the role played by consultants 
m the innovation process  Have the vanous categories of consultants also been  mflenced'> 
Did  the  programme  have  an  impact  oo  theLI  overall  quality,  and  on  the1r  European 
dunension·J 
MANAGING THE lNTI:GRA  TION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY ~UNT) 
HISTORY AND OBJECTIVES 
!\1INT auns  to promote  the absorption capacity of SMEs  through the  usc  of e).:perienced 
consultants in  mnovation management  It  is  a  co-ordinated attempt by the  Member States 
and the Community, through a  decentrahsed and experimental  scheme,  to exchange  gc:xx:l 
practice and  share the results of a common approach to create aY•areness and  stimulate use 
of I.Il!\Ovation and technology management techniques in SMEs. 
MINT was  implemented in  1993  in  the twelve Member States through the appointment of 
National Contractors suggested by Member State representatives  The National Contractors 
then  selected teams  of consultants.  ln  1994  MINT was  further implemented in  five  EFT A 
countries. 
ASSESSMENT 
The consultants often specialise in a particular area of innovation management, for example. 
It must  be  emphasised  that  MINT has  been  managed  differently  in  the  various  Member 
S~  accordmg to national  and/or regional tendencies, strengths and  requirements.  In  that 
respect MINT is a good example of  the subsidiarity prmciple at work. 
The transnational dimension of the  programme  is  however guaranteed through a  number of 
initiatives:  corrunon  overall  guidelines;  common  \o\'Orkshops  for  general  policy-making; 
transnational  evaluation.  etc.  The  MINT  Guidebook  for  Busmess  and  Technology 
Diagnostic Tools & Methodologies is a succ.essful publication for the dissemination of tools 
aod techniques for technological coosultancy throughout the Member States in particular. It 
should, of course, be consuntly updat.ed with material gained from the  programme itself, as 
an example of  the dissemination policy de:scri bed in Part Thn:e of  this report. 
Demonstrating thus the differences from one country to another, in this  area, MINT has mc:t 
with  difficulties  in  its  implementation  in  some  Member  States,  while  in  others  all  the 
assignments were completed very rap1dly. 
MINT appears  to be  a typical  example of the  experimentation  process of SPRINT and  a 
worthwhile experience. particularly as it malces up one of SPR.INTs rare direct SME gauge 
At present. oo in«pth evaluation provides the  first  cooclusions for further assertions. The 
fad that the programme is running roughly 6  months behind schedule (to date about half of 
the  total  number  of assignments  (1200)  are  under  way  or  have  been  completed)  is 
instrumart..ai in explaining this. 46 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The panel  regards  the  MINT  initiative as an important  exercise and  a  key  experiment  in 
innovatioo consuJtancy; it fiu well  i..ato tbe broader context of  a global innovation policy.  It 
should therefore be cootinucd in orda to demonstrate fully the usefulness of  such scherne<i in 
regions or countries in which tccboologicaJ  consultancy needs  are urgent and not  properly 
tackled. 
A careful assessment of MINT should provide comparisons between the different methods of 
consul tancy, especially in the definrtJOn phase of  the innovation process. 
The  transnational  dimension  must  be  reinforced  through  initiatives  such  as  the  regular 
organisation of contractor ·workshops,  transnational  participation in  SME workshops  and 
lranSn.ltional  eonsultancy work.  Tbis  last aspect  is  fundamental to the creaoon of a  more 
homogenous European innovation management market. 
AI though a register of  tools and methodologies he Ips  to define standards, attention should  be 
g1ven  to the  criteria  for  selectmg  and  appointing  MINT consultants,  so  as  to  guarantee 
rrunimum quality standards. 
VALUE ANALYSIS, DESIGN, QUALITY 
These throe innovation management techn1ques contnbute to the adoption, incorporauon and 
production of innovative t.ecltnologJes  or  SCTYlCCS  Proper application of sucb  management 
techniques facilitates the revision of comparues' organisational structures and stratcgJes often 
necessitated by the introduction of new t.echnolog1cs. 
SPRINT has promoted the use of these tools by SMEs and  for improving the quality of the 
services  offered  by  intermed.Lanes  and  consu ltan.ts.  The  degree  of exploi  tall  on  of such 
techniques is  highly variable acr~ Mcnbcr Sta.t.es  and reg10ns.  These discrepancies hinder 
the process oftechnologica.l mt.cgra.Oon in the European Uruon  One of  the main objectives of 
SPRINT is to improve knowk:d.ge of the value of thes.e  methods  in innovation management 
and most particularly in less-favoured regions 
The  panel  feels  that  the  promooon  of value  analysis,  quality  and  design  is  relevant  to 
mnovation policy. It 0'1hances  modem managcnent skJ lis and contributes very effectively to 
the training of  coosuhants and 1mprovmg the q ual1 ty of thw services, pam  cu  larl y in LF  Rs. 
The working groups sboold be rnaintainoi  A change rn  their term.5 of reference might help 
to achieve  the objectives of the  promooon programmes, however: the  aim is  not to select a 
small number of  privileged nationa..l  organis.atioru solely to promote innovation management 
tochn.iques, but rather to maxinusc the duscmmat.lOO of ideas cmanaring from  a  thmk tank 
group. 
1. Value analysis 
The promooon of  value anal ysll by SPRINT mel udes the  following activities: 
- Community rcport.s/survcys and brochures (five have been published in total); 
- support for European conferences on value analysis and, where appropriate, for national 
C'Valts in less-favoured regions; 47 
- harmonisation of  Community standards of  va.lue analysis; 
- one RTO  network  is  dedicated to the  development of complementary elements of value 
analysis methodology. 
The panel foels  that more  effort should be  made  to promote value analysis through more 
systematic awareness campaigns. 
2.  Quality 
SPRINTs activities con~ming  quality are a5 follows: 
- a number of RTO networks specialise in developing quality in firms  and m quality-related 
schemes for SMEs; 
- a  hardback book  ( 1994)  rniewing quality  measures and  initiatives  taken  by  Member 
States ofthe European Union; 
- a  study  of how  Cont.ract  Research  Organisations  comply  with  customers'  quality 
requirements; 
- Llstly,  SPRINT  supports  conferences  on  the  dissemination  of  quality  to  firms, 
particularly SMEs. 
Again, the emphasis should be on dissemination of work done. In  general, communication of 
activities in  terms of value analysis and  quality appears  to be  gooci,  but this  best practice 
lead needs  to be  preserved though new brochures aimed at the general public and the  most 
common target of  SPRINT: the standard SME. 
J. Desi~ 
The European Community Design Prize (ECDP) is  a  SPRINT initiative that deals directly 
with  SMEs,  and  as  such  must  be  maliltamed  and  remforced.  1be  panel  welcomes  the 
redefinition of the scheme in order to reach those SMEs that are not already using design as a 
teclmique for improving the quality of  thor product or services. 
The European Design Guide is an interesting publication.  It should be disseminated properly 
through appropriate media. 
S. Schemes aiming at consultants specialisini: in licensing 
The  purchase  and  sale  of licences  is  an  important  technology  dissemination  tool.  Such 
transfers arc facilitated by specialist consultants, whose activity used to concentrate mainly 
on large firms.  But these can now form  mdependent partnerships, and SMEs have therefore 
become the main targets for the consultants. They arc a more difficult clientele to tackle and 
there is a still greater need to support the consultant's work by various means. 48 
I.NT£R-FIRM M1N1 Nl:lWORKS (C NETWORKS) 
This was ooe of  the earliest lines of  action of  the SPRINT programme. Launched in 1986, it 
has involved more than 350 organisatiOil! such as Technology Licence Brokers, Chambers of 
Commerce, Regional  Development Authorities. etc. The aim is  to encourage the  grO\~oth of 
transnational  technology  transfer  networks  to  assist  SMEs  in  accessing  technology 
appropriate to their business sector and to raise  awareness of  the impact of technology oo 
competitiveness.  An assessment of this  line  of action.  based  on  February  1992  data.  \\-as 
published in September  1993 (SQW). 
The programme has helped to improve the expertise of intermediaries and to give them an 
international outlook. 1be best results v.."Cre obtained in the less-favoured  reg~ons  C networks 
demonstrate how SMEs can benefit from  transnational collaboratJon. 
Assessment 
The  strength of these  netv•orks  is  that  they  help  create  a  European  reflex  in  those  who 
innovate  in the  field.  lbe SQW e-.'aluatJon  report  has,  however,  pointed  out the  need  to 
redesign the  scheme in the  light  of expcnence and  has  suggested altematJve ways of domg 
tlus 
A  greater  concentration  on  quality,  some  rethinking  of evaluation  measures  and  the 
delegation of greater responsibility to lead partners in  network management are some of the 
suggestions made  to the  panel  by participants. The considerable time and effort needed  to 
establish networks of  this type have created a subst.mtJal asset which the panel 1s  convinced 
should be more v..iddy used for dissenunating best  practice and assisting in the  transfer and 
dis.serrunarioo oftechnology to SMEs 
The very recent publicatJon of a  best  practice guide for  managing transnational technology 
transfer networks at European scaJe  1~ a valuable resource for similar programs. 
TECHNOLOGY TIUNSFlR DAYS (ITDA  YS) 
Objectives 
TIDays are one- or two-day eva1!.! atmmg a.t  promoong transnational technology trans  fer 
bctwccn selected f4ms. by prcsc:nt.Lng  firms  in a  ~1ember State or a  regioo to the tech'lOiogy 
brokerage community in  another regJon  or Member State. 1be accent  is  on  selection  and 
informatioo to the  brokers about the  oaxis  a.nd  resources of the various firms  taking part, 
well before the  ac:tual  moeting  About 50 TfDays have been  organised in  Europe with the 
support of  SPRINT. and some 1000 firms haYe  participated indircctJy.  Originally, ITDays 
were  a  support  measure  for  mter-finn  technology  transfer  networks.  lbcy progressively 
became an efficicut tool for transnational technology transfer. It has  been demonstrated that, 
with  equal  outlay.  TrDays  generated  throe  times  more  inter-finn  contacts  or  transfer 
coo  tracts than networks. 
Assessment 
TfDays have demonstrated  their usefulness  and  match  a  clearly identified  market:  direct 
linking  of SME  supply  and  demand  in  a  number  of technological  sectors.  Numerous 49 
technology-oriented SMEs have moved closer to European partners and others have either 
sold or bought technology or know-bow through transfer contracts (in whatever legal form). 
The second  achievement  of TIDays  i..5  to  have  c:nhanced  the  European  dimension  of the 
technology broker.  Consequently, their ability to tack1e  business at Member State level and 
not only  a%  national level  ha.s  gro\\n. This  is precisely in line  with  the  general  approach of 
SPRINT, which  aims,  amongst other  things,  to improve the  quality of intermed.Janes  and 
SMEs' regional  contact.5. 
The  panel  regards ITDays as  an  important and  necessary tool of the  technology transfer 
process. 1be mc!Ctings  lead  to a  large  number of exchanges. lbeir opcrt  nature  sets  them 
apart from networks wtuch often are closed ait.Ities for network members only. 
Recommendations 
The  panel  recommends  that  TrDays are  preserved,  even  multiplied,  wtule  stressmg  the 
difficulty of selecting the  nght Tmay orgamsers  First, these must show that  they have a 
large  chent base.  It  y,iJ.l  therefore  alw"ays  be  necessary  for  the  Commission to select  the 
organisations to take responsibility for organ1sing a TrDay. 
The  panel  also  considers  the  inter-sectoral  dimension  of TrDays  to  be  fundamental 
Reducing them to events spec1alising m one technological sector only would be a nustake: the 
mtcr-sectoral technology dissemination aspect would disappear, and ITDays would then lose 
part of their rationale. Only a  few  sectors productng a  large number of genenc technologies 
(such as the electronics and computer scic:nce sector or the space sector) could be the subJect 
of  ~specialist• ITDays, pr0\-1ded that the mt.er-sectoral nature is  preserved as far as demand 
1S  concerned 
There are  some on-going thoughts  on  financ1al  procedures  suited  to  hcensing transactJortS 
(fa.Jrly sLmJlar to TPF) 
6. Schemes a.imin2 at the financial system 
Innovation  is  an  industnal  oper.HJon  wh•ch  requ1res  not  only  self-financing  and  public 
support.  but  also substantial  fund1ng  from  the  financ1al  sector.  Hence the  importance of 
banlc.s and venhlrt ccpua//Sis as  partners to the SME  To make banks aware of the  specific 
problems of SMEs, to help  venture  c.ap1tal1sts  to  set  up  throughout  Europe  and  to  have 
access to the  same tools  as  thctr  Amcnc.an  colleagues  should  have been  one of the  main 
priorities for a programme such as SPRTh"T 
TPF {TECHNOLOGY PERFORMANCE FINANCING) 
Objective. 
The Technology Performance Financing Scheme was launched in 1991  with three objectives: 
1.  to facilitate the acquisition of new technology (e.g.  hardware, software and associated 
services)  by firms  by making  the  pa)ment  di~y  dependent  on  t.'>e  pcrfocmance of the 
technology, therefore reducing the financial risk borne by the buyer; 50 
2.  to strengthen the competitive position of European suppliers of innovative technology, 
many  of which  arc  New  Technology  Based  Firms  (NTBFs),  by  providing  them  with  a 
powerful marketing tool; 
3.  to  provide  financial  institutions  with  an  instrument  for  project-based  financing  of 
innovation as v.-eU as an opportunity iO improve their ability to deal with such projects 
In  practical  terms  Technology  Performance  Financing  is  a  financing  tool  by  .... -ruch  a 
fuuncial institution provides funds  for the acqusition of new tecbnolog.tes or services. 1bc 
financial institution  v.iU  then  receive payments from the acquirer, over a two- to three-year 
penod, according to how the technology has performed against predefined targets. 
The  Conunission  prO\ides  financial  and  technical  support  for  participating_  financial 
msurutions. lbe financial  support consists partly of subsidies to cover part of the costs of 
the  technical  appraisal of projects  and  the  administration of the  scheme and  partly of a 
-safety net" v.-hich  guarantees, under certain conditions, part of the  losses  to the financtal 
mst:Jtution  resulting from under-performance of the new technology.  In  CM.her  words, if  the 
technology performs well, the supplier and the bank will share a premium over the list pnce; 
if  it  under-performs, part of  the risk w1.1l  be covered by the Commission's guarantee. 
O~ration of the scheme 
Following a  call for proposals, ten  European commercial banks were selected at the end of 
1991  to take part in the core group of  the scheme. 
Concluding a contract with these  banks took  a  long  time (in  some cases up  to two years), 
smce TPF was perceived as  a  very  novel  product which,  in  certain countries,  requtrcd an 
adaptation of banlcing regulations  The actual marketing of the scheme began in  1993  and 
the  first  three  innovation projects to be  subsidised by the  scheme were decided on m m.id-
1994. 
Ar the end of 1993, in view of the slow uptake of the instrument. SPRfNT commissioned an 
interim  review  of the  scheme,  earned  out  by  I.MO(B),  which  carne  to  the  foUowing 
conclusions: 
l)lbere is a clearly tdentifiable m.arl:et need for a scheme such as  TPF. Suppliers 
and users of  innova.ti ve technologi e vo.-el come it. Banks find the idea a.ttra.ct.Jve 
2)ln spite ofthe above., the uptake of  the scheme was limited for a number of 
rcasoos: 
-long contract negotiations bctwccn the hanks and the Commission; 
-insufficient promotion of  the scanc; 
-the purpose of  the scheme as currently designed is not clear (i.e. the pursuit of 
three objectives at the same time) and  rt is perceived as being too risky and  com pI ex 
for ordinary commercial banks- even Large ones; 
-the project guarantee of 75.000 ECU is considered too low for a bank to  commit 
resources to it. 51 
Follo\\Wg this a.;sessrw.-nt., the Commission modified the scheme to make it simpler (bilateral 
i.nstead of  triangular relations), more attractive and more flexible, for instance by increasing 
the guarantee available and opening it up to banks outside the core group. Since then  three: 
banks (Bank of  Picardie (F), ING Bank (NL) aod Europa Bank (L) have submitted projects 
to the scheme. 
Assessment 
The panel was divided.  Some think tha1 the slow start of the  programme dc:monstrates  how 
ma.ppropriate it  is.  Folloy..mg the panel's recommendations on exit mechanisms, this scheme 
should be abandoned and replaced by another oo a different basis altogether but pursuing the 
sa.:ne overall objective. 
Other members of the  panel think  the project should be maintained for a  further two years 
(ukmg rnto  account  lessons  learned dunng the  first  phase and  applyrng  the  modifications 
su ggcsted by the evaluator); the slow start of the programme could be expl:uned as  much by 
the  lack of enthus1asm of banks for  irrnovation  as  by the weaknesses of the  proJect,  which 
means long starting pen  ods whatever the type of proposed i.ni tiati  ve. 
l.NVI.STMENT fORA 
Objectives 
investment  fora  are  a  type  of rruni-market  bnngmg  together entrepreneurs  and  European 
rnvestors for a period of one or  "two  days  A large nwnber of financmg operations, often for 
recently~blished firms,  has  emerged  from  these  fora.  The  set  of investment  fora  1s 
organ1scd v.ith the help of the European Venture Capital Association (EVCA) together v.ith 
n.aDonal UUlO\-ation Organisations such as  ANY AR, C  DTI and EN EA. 
The programme of fora was launched in  1989, and smce then,  twelve investment fora  have 
bo::n orgaru sed, bringing together over 3 00 firms or entrep  rencu rs 
As~sment 
Tbe mid-term evaluation does not provide as much information as was hoped for. It does not 
explain why  this line of actK>n  was chosen  in  preference to any other m  the context of the 
promotion of transnational  investments  m  potaJtially  high-growth  enterprises  The  actual 
coocept of  the fora is not analysed  Is  it  really tailored to the market, and what lS the s  LLC of 
the market? What are the possible alternatives? Why is their success uneven? 
lbe panel considers that there is a real market for external investment in  new finns, but that 
forums appear to be a scxnewhat isolated scheme. There should be some initiatives upstream 
and  downstream of this  type of activity  which  would  increase  the  value of the  fora  and 
cruure more participants and greater qualrty. 
Canplcmentary  schemes  upstream  might  include  regional  fora  and  local  actlVllles  for 
heightening public awan:ness of innovation financing  (though the SPRINT award scheme 
goes in that direction); dov.nstream there could be a NASDAQ type of market which would 
allow investors to withdraw- an exit mechanism- and possibly re-invest in other finns. 52 
Recommendations  .. 
The panel recommends an in«J>th evaluation of  the investmait fora line of  action, to enable 
the  relevance of investment fora to venture capital investors to be improved or to ascertain 
the need for a completely new type of  action. 
Also,  it  may  sometimes  be  more  a.dvantageous  to  organise  specialised  fora  in  one 
technological sector only, because the  objeCtive of these  fora is  to finance a  firm  and not to 
support inter  -sectoral technology trans  fer. 
The panel considers that relations between national or regional institutions for the promotion 
of innovation and the EVCA associarioo should be cncou.raged and  reinforced. The ultimate 
obJective  is  to make venture  capital im1  more aware of technolog1cal  investment  and  the 
opportunities which SMEs offer. 
SPRINT  mioatives  for  introducmg  a  I'T'Iafket  of the  NASDAQ  type  mto  Europe  and 
developmg secuntisatJon techn1ques  should be  ment10ncd,  even though 1t  IS  too early  to 
assess Its tmpact. 
7. Schemes a.imin2 at the interaction of SMEs with other SMEs (networks) and/or 
lar2e firms 
Experience has  sho\lon  that  other  firms  have  become  a  maJOr  partner  for  SMEs  For 
example,  high-technology  firms  are  the  rnam  technology  suppliers  for  SMEs  through 
hardware, software and matenals technologies wtuch are manufactured on demand  More 
generally  the  newly~rgamscd  mdustna.l  panem  mult1plies  day-to-day  mteractions 
between  firms  and makes  them  highly  mter-dcpcndcnt  Tlus  IS  particularly true of the 
tnnOvation process, where expen01ce shows that SMEs mtegrated mto a  ncrv.·ork  succeed 
better and more quidJy than those wh1ch are not mtegrated 
lbe SPRINT programme has so far  neglected  t!us  aspect of the  problem  Even though 
the TI Days and  some  El\1S  schemes  work  m  that  dJrectJOrt,  the1r  unpact  is  far  from 
adequate, and there are no real S M EJl.arg c firm nctv•orks 
8. Schemes aim~  at rt&ionaJ policies 
Regional  authorities  and  national  governments  now  play  a  maJor  role  in  creating  an 
infrastructure for supporting l11n0\4llon  1n SMEs. particularly by. 
- injecting  financial  resources  tnlo ~  SMEs and  into  public  or private  tnnOVation 
service organisations; 
- by organising the interactions ~'Cal  these I.IUlovation operators; 
- by coordinating the act1on tak01 by the vanous authorities concerned 
1be regions have therefore become  maJor partners  for  SMEs  Has  SPRINT taken this 
into account? 53 
THE RITIS INITIATIVI: {Regional Innovation and Tecbnoloo- Transfer Strategies and 
Infrastructures) and REGIONAL TECHNOLOGY Pl..ANS {RTPs). 
Objectives: 
The aim of  the RfiTS ini.tiative, launched in  I 994, is to help regional  policy-rnak~ (and/or 
regionaJ  development  organisations)  who wish  to have  an assessment  of their  innovation 
pohcy.  1be aim  is  to  examine  the  regional  innovation  and  technology  transfer  support 
mfrastructure, to assess its structure, the relevance and the dlic1enC)· of organisations and 
the  vanous  public  services  which  build  up  this  infrastructure,  and  finally  to analyse  the 
narure  and  density of these  interactions. The aim is  also to elaborate  strateg~cs in order to 
1mprovc  this  infrastructure,  to  reinforce  ~  coherence  and  its  relevance  to  SME  needs 
Finally, the RITIS exercise should allow experience acquired though·the application of such 
pohc1es to be shared. The objectives are far more than study alone and the  a..~m l5 to develop 
as  many links as possible between all the ••anous reg1onal actors. 
The  RITIS programme is  close  to the  RTP  programme,  which  a.un.s  to draw up  regional 
technological  plans Wlthin  the  framework of the  structural funds.  RTPs cover all  regional 
RTD resources. The action was launched  by DG XVI with SPRINT technical support and 
deals v.ith objective  I and 2 regiortS.  Methodologies used in the RfiTS and RTP mitiativcs 
are  similar because they are based  on an analysiS of technological demand. HoWever,  RTPs 
tu  ve  a broader scope than RITrS, and  arc intended for  regiorLS  eligible for structural funds 
and to encourage regional  SMEs to  partiCipate  in  Eu~  research programmes financed 
by the CorTllTlisston.  Furthermore, consultants mvolved in  an RTP exercise may come from 
the same country, whereas in a RfiTS exercise. there is always an in.ternationa.l dimension m 
the teams involved, which cons1st of qualified professionals. 
Implementation 
RITrS subsid.ise5 the costs of  employing a consortium of two firms or individual consultants 
chosen from  the list of firrrLS  of reg1stered  experts. Substantial preparatory work is reqwred 
to ensure that the initia.ti ve can be imp Iemen ted success fu U  y. 
The work itself is  divided into three stages· the  first  seeks to define the  current state of the 
infrastructu.re and its relevance to SME demand.  The purpose of the second stage is  reach a 
consensus  on  the  priorities  and  measures  required  to  make  the  infrastructures  more 
responsive  to  the  needs  of firms.  Finally,  the  third  stage  is  concerned  with  establishing 
follow-up and evaluation mecha.njsms and unplc:rnatting the priority schemes. 
RrrTS is a new schcmc launched in  1994  The first  9 studies v.iU  be launched in December 
1994.  The  regions  differ  in  terms  of  both  development  and  industrial  structure. 
Assessment: 
RrrTS ba.5  crc:atod  links  with  the  RTP  iruuative  v.ithin  the  framework  of the  structural 
funds.  This linkage  is  an  important example of the  horizontal  dimension  of the  SPRINT 
programme. Interaction with structural funds at both Conununity and regional level  might in 
tbeofy provide a mcchanism  for  influencing the allocation of structural funds to industrial 
development and SMEs where needed,  and through this  process to improve the effectiveness 
of  Conunu.nity cohesion policy. In these respects the RITrS is a strategic initiati  vc. 54 
RITTS is a new, experimenta! activity. In order to exploit its potential fully it is important to 
organise the  studies  in  such a  way that  experience and  knowledge are  accumulated.  The 
accumulation process is also a prerequisite for making RTITS into a tool  for the la.rge-scale 
dissemination  of best  practice  to  policy-makers  and  other  regiooal  actors.  The  other 
prerequisite  is  an  excellent  quaJity  of cansuhancy  work.  Continuous  follow-up  and 
e  ... -aluatioo of the studies are therefore desirable: a committec: similar to that described in the 
Science Parks assessment could be set up. 
RfiTS itself deserves to be further developed Sufficient procedural flexibility would help to 
meet the very diverse requirements and conditions of different regions. In the course of time 
RfiTS may  change  from  one  type  of schc:me  into  a  set of alternative  approaches  and 
procedures. Finally,  the  interlinkage between  RITTS and  the other action  lines  should  be 
deveJoped  to  make  the  initiative  an  efficient  dissemination  tool  for  all  the  knowledge 
developed by SPRINT. 
9.  Schemes aiming at the absorptive capacit)' of SMEs and their interactions with 
their partners 
SPEOFIC PROJECT ACTION LINE 
Objective: 
Specific  Projects,  launched  in  1989,  arc  large-scale  experimental  intra-Community 
innovatioo transfer projects whose a.un  is to adapt and transfer proven technologies from one 
region or sector to another.  By implementing industnally-relevant projects, the proJects aim 
to demonstrate the 'Whole process of  t.cchnology traPs fer and adoption, and achieve active and 
widespread dissemination to other end users. Although the SPAL projects may involve many 
different indu.st.rial sectors and technol<>gJes,  the c:mpha.s is  is on sup  portmg the mode  nu.sat.Jon 
of SMEa  and  traditional  industries through  projects  with  an environmental  dimension and 
projects with strong social benefits 
SPAL is  an expenmental activity whose a..un  is  to improve our understanding of technology 
transfer and adoption processes and thetr managanent and to disseminate this lmowledge. At 
the same time the specific project arc an efficient technology transfer tool in itself. 
lmplemmtation : 
Over 40 technology transfer project.5  were funded during the definition phase for producing 
project  plans  for  a  subsequent  unpkmc:nt.at.Jon  phase  21  projects  have  gone  through  to 
irnplc:mectation. More than two hundred partners have been  involved.  Altogether ECU 274 
million were spent in  1987-1994. 
SPAL i! dominated by catalytic projects with a  strong technology push element and active 
involvernatt of technology supphers.  User-drivat cntical  demand  projects  aim to  prOVlde 
appropriate solutions to recognised user nc:cxh. 
A comprehensive evaluation of the  Action Line was complc:ted in  spring 1994  (fechnopolis 
group). This evaluation provided a sound basis for the assessment by the panel. 55 
As~t 
SP  AL  fills  a  large  gap  at  European  and  national  policy  levels.  In  some  countries  it 
complements the national dissemination activities by introducing a European element. and in 
others  it pro\ides  a  completely  new  type of initiative.  In  a  Community  context,  it  has 
e>.."tended the focus from R&D to dissem.ina.tioa. 
As an exploratory scheme,  SP AL bas  been a success. It bas provided important lessons  for 
future dissemmation schemes.  [These are discussed in detail in the evalu..arion  reporL} It has 
sbmm that technology dissemina.tioo schemes are both feasible  and desirable. On the other 
hand, it bas  shown that there is no one right model for a dissemination scheme: each project 
needs  to  be  tailored  to  the  specific  requiremems  of the  partners  and  the  context.  The 
cxperience:s achieved have DO( been sufficiently exploited by the Commission or the national 
authoriues. 
As  an effective technology transfer tool,  SPAL's  success bas been  more  limited.  lbere  IS 
little  doubt  th.lt  participants  have  benefited  from  taking  part  in  the  SPAL  projects 
Technology  ·was  transferred  between  them.  On  the  other  band,  dissemination  of  the 
transferred technology to other companies or research organisations \\-as less impressive than 
expected. Wider  disserrunation  to  industry seems  to reqwre additional  measures  Transfer 
betv.ttn  participants  is  not  enough.  Then:  seems  to  be  a  clear  need  to  tackle  the 
dissemination problems wrth separate arrangements based on a strategy. 
Future action 
It  is  clear that  SP AL  should  be  contmued  and  expanded  in  the  future.  'The  rationale  of 
specific technology  transfer proJect5  is  well  in  line wrth  Community  polic1es.  SPAL-type 
schemes focus attention on the  utillSatlon of Community R&D and  assists other Commuruty 
objectives,  especially cohesion  It prOVldcs  a transnationaJ  dimension for  national  transfer 
schemes. 
lbere is,  however,  room for  improvement  Many useful suggestions have been made in  the 
SP AL evaluation report. In tlw context we would just like to make a fev.· remarks : 
•  A  !!'ajor  effort  u required  to  improve  the  ~loit.at!on of good  practice  :lt  both 
Community and national level. 
•  Both catalytic and critical demand projeru should remain key components of S PAL. 
•  Heavy financial and  intellectual involvement of at least some of the  partners should be 
an essential clcmc:nt in the SP AL proJects 
•  Clustering projects could improve  the  impact  and  visibility of SPAL  and  could also 
bc:lp to cfuseminate what has been learnt. 
•  Applying  new  technology  usually  requires  some  R&D.  SPAL  projects  should 
sometimes allow R&D. 
•  The  arrangements  for  disseminating  the  technology  transferred  need  further 
development. 56 
10. Evaluation of the action taken under SPRINT (see description m part. TI,A) 
NETWORKS 
1be creation of trans-European networks for innovation and technology transfer bas  been a 
fundamental  tool  and  a  core  activity of SPRINT aimed  at  all  three of the  programme's 
o b  J  cx."tl ves : 
1  strengthening European innovation capacity 
2.  promoting technology di.sseminatioo 
3.  enhancing cohesion in Europe. 
In  the course of the  programme, two broad categories of networks have been promoted and 
developoj: nuru- and macro-networks. The macro-networks are gatherings of representatives 
of natwna1  organisations  v.+uch  worl;  on  various  aspects  of innovation  and  technology 
transfer. The mini-networks bnng small groups of companies and orgarusat10ns  together to 
tackle jointly spa:ific problems of particular interest to that group. 
1be rationale for creating these networks is the understanding that human contact is the most 
effcct.J\'e  and  efficient way  of promotmg innovatlon  by  the  SM..Es  wluch  are  the  ultimate 
targets of SPRlNT initiatives.  It  is  also expected that these  shared  acti\ities will  promote 
lcarrung,  sharing of experience and  development and  rrnp rovemcnt of the qual  It)' of service 
prO\·ided by the participants 
Macrcrnetworks: implementation and evaJuation 
RTAC, EACRO, EVCA. EUROTECH and  Til are some of the  macro-networks for which 
SPRINT  was  a  catalyst.  They  create  hnks  between  representatives  of orgarusations  and 
networks  that  offer  support  at  nariOn.al  level  in  technology  and  shared  development 
programmes, finance  and investment, inteUectual property and technology transfc:r  etc. lbey 
generally aim  to share information,  set  standards,  produce directories and gu1des,  organise 
conferences and identify and tackle shared problems with a European perspcctJve. 
Assessment 
By  creating  an  opportunity  for  representatives  to  meet,  assisting  with  travel  costs  and 
providing some lo;istical  support,  SPRINT  TRIGGERS  A  Europc:anisation  effect  at  the 
level of  these  organisations. Support for macro-networks of this type is  only required in the 
early stages of  activity; the nawooo build up membership, provide manbership services and 
become: self-supporting. "Their  relat10nsrup "'ith SPRINT then evolves into partnership. this 
allows the  programme to keep up close contacts v.ith all actors in  the  innovallon system. to 
gain a ddal.led knoY.iedge of  them.  and to consult them.  This would also be very valuable for 
the third Activity and could be expl01ted  by aJI  Conunission services y.fuch deal  with SME.s 
The panel  regards this  actions  as  well-dm::ctcd  and  of good  ya.Jue  and  ~mmends that 
macro-networks should continue to be  promotc:d  As each network  is  representative of one 
specific feature of  innovation. there is a ca.se to be made for the introduction of a •network of 
networks  • share the combined facets of  innovation policy can be considered in total. 
lbe panel also recommends that grearu usc:  be  made of such networks by other programmes 
aiming to reach through to SME.s. tlus requires SPRINT to devote some resources to selling 
its networking achicvcrnents to other poteolial users. 57 
THE EUROPEAN INNOVATION MONITORING SYSTEM  (ElMS) 
Objectives 
The general aims of the EIMS are to collect and disseminate information on inno.,-at.ioo and 
technology transfer and to organise a permanent and interactive system for producing and 
ustng this knowledge. 
More precisely, ElMS aims to: 
•  Monitor innovation in Europe and evaluate support measures 
•  Strengthen the exchange of expenence between the  Member States and the Commission 
m the field of mnovat10n policy and technology transfer 
•  Provide  all  mterested  parties  with  information,  analysis  and  research  on  the  factors 
shapmg,  promoting  and  inhibiting  irmovation  at  the  company  level  across  Europe 
•  Reflect  UK!  increasing  need  for  reliable  mformation  as  a  foundatiOn  for  formulaung 
liUlovation  policy in  the  light  of the  major changes  in  the  innovanon emironment and 
es pee ially the characteristics and different types of  innovatJOn within S MEs 
Implementation 
ElMS activities are organised in six main areas: 
I.  Evaluation 
2.  Innovation in firms 
3.  Innovation and technology transfer support infrastructures 
4.  R.egiorial aspects ofmnovation (capabilities, infrastructures and strategJes) 
5.  Innovation financing 
6.  Innovation policy. 
After  a  preliminary  phase  devoted  to  the  establishment  of the  network  and  the  work 
procedures, ElMS has been fully operational since 1993. 
Interlaces 
ElMS has the capacity for developing its  role as a focal point of best practice in  innovation 
and technology transfer within the Community. BasicalJy, the knowledge produced by ElMS 
could  be  used  especially  by  the  Comrr.ission departments  responsible  for  regiorial  policy, 
industrial policy and SME policy, and also by the Member States. 
Up to now  it seems that  specialised  ElMS knowledge is  not used  sufficiently.  As well  as 
facilitating the evolution of a  more effective SPRINT Programme (and of the future ""Third 
Activity"')  and  to  identify  new  tasks,  ElMS  also  offers  the  prospect  of assisting  other 
prognumnes at Community leve~ at Member State and regional level, and in other areas, for 
example those covered by PHARE and the EFT  A countries. 58 
Assessment 
The panel considered that ElMS is very important to the SPRINT Programme. It provides a 
basis for  the  development  of knowledge  of both  the  innovation  process in  SMEs  and  of 
policy  measures  for fostering  i.nnovatioo.  It  provides  mechanisms  for  dissemiroting  this 
knowledge and adopting best practices. 
Nevertheless,  the interfaces and the  use made of tbe knowlcxltte  by other DGs  and Member 
States arc so far inadequate. The panel  would have appreciated more work on the  ultimate 
S  PRINT clientele -S MEs-,  oo the  various  prerequisites  for  i.n.oovation  and  oo  the  different 
types of  cluster etc. 
Because  of the  experimental,  catalytic  and  multi-disciplinary  (technology,  management 
fuu.ocing)  character of SPRINT, the  panel  consider-=d  ElMS a  very  I.ITlportant  element of 
self-reflection,  critical  reviews  of cx.isting  programmes  and  a  basis  for  developmg  new 
concepts of innovation poUC)'.  internal self-analysis of an  innovation-promoting programme 
is  perceived  as  a  unique  cb.a.ract.eristic  of SPRINT v.-hich  should  be  used  v.1thm  other 
Commission R&D programmes as well. 
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ANNEX2: 
ANALYSIS OF THE SPRINT SYSTEM BY  OBJECTIVE 
As  mentloned  above,  systematic  action  IS  the  only  way  to  make  a  real  UTipact  on  an 
en\1ranment as complex and interactive as the innovation system. Is the SPRINT programmt' 
a system.  whtch means does  11  have an mtema/ logic? To  assess tis  coherence.  the panel 
chose  to  analyse  II  through  two  gnds:  the  innovation  actors  grid  (see  Annex  I) and  the 
objectives grid, used in this annex. 
For the panel, the best grid of objectives is  the one defined recently by the work programme 
of the  third activity, mto which SPRINT Y.ill  be incorporated.  The three Objcct.Jves  of this 
Y.Ork  programme are as follows 
1.  An efTVlronment benefictalto mnovanon and the absorption oftechnolog~es 
2.  Establishment of  an area for the free ctrculatlon oftechnolog~es 1n the EU 
J  Supply of  appropnate techno/ogtes to the S/vfE system 
Lmks  Y.ith  the innovation policy described in  part I of the report as a reference basis for this 
evaluation are clear: 
through  the  idea  of mno\'atJon  environment,  the  first  of these  three  objectives  1s 
associated with the overall auns of a locaJ Innovation policy; 
- the second stresses the European dimens1on and aims to remove existing barriers inside 
Europe and to build on the wealth of experimentation brought about through European 
diversity; 
- the third is a difficult yet 11Tlportant aspect of technology dissemination. 
The following plan was selected for analysmg the SPRINT system using this grid: 
- for each objective,  continue the  Part  One analysis  by assessing what,  in  the  panel's 
opinion. constitutes the  rationale and logic of the propsed initiatives (and therefore a 
possible basis for the work of  the third a.ct.Jvity); 
- assess the extent to which the  SPRINT  initiatives fit  the objectives (point A of each 
box); 
- finally,  identify what  SPRINT is  unable to achieve, either because it  disregards the 
objective concerned, or because of a  lack of resources,  or because the  initiative  is 
better suited to another programme such as VALUE (point B of  each box). 60 
1.  First  obj~ctiv~:  creation  of  an  ~nvironment  beneficial  to  innovation  and  the 
absorption of technologies 
Rationale: 
An SME's competitiveness depends pnmarily on its own capacities. But it also depends on its 
environment; available resources vary extensively from one  reg~on to another and not only ill 
nature but also in quality and quantity. Unlike na.wral  resources in the past. tlus comparanve 
advantage  is  not  acquired,  it  is  buildt  up1 in  a  JOint  effort  between  firms  and  public 
authontles. 
••  To  secure  tlus  advantage,  the  most  obVJous  step  is  to  promote  the  emergence  of 
mnovatwn sef'V!ces.  Whatever their actnrity sector, SMEs cannot get along Y>1thout  partners 
.... ho  complement  their  illtemal  know-how  Y>1th  the  ex-peruse  requmxl  for  mno\·auon  To 
Illustrate tlus diversity, the panel has used a hexagon diagram (see  Figure I)  SMEs are ill  the 
centre; on each of the sides are the s1x  ma.m  types of partners  other firms  (SMEs and large 
firms). technology resource centres (or Research and Technology OrgantsatiOns -RTOs). the 
\'anous  types  of  consultants  (management.  marketrng,  illtellccrual  property).  fuunc1al 
institutions (banks and capital development), and on the  last s1de,  field  agents who sumulatc 
demand  and  coordinate  the  vanous  actJons ·  proXlffilty  adVJsers  for  mnovat10n  and 
de-partments responsible for innovation policy, both sometimes grouped under RT  ACs 
An SME must therefore eXJst  .... ,thm a h1ghly mteracnve system "here 1t  1s  both pro\ldcr and 
rcc•p•ent,  and both client and supplier  ln  th1s  svstcm..  illterfaces  (mtermcdJanes).  loc.at•ons 
for  moeungs  and  negotiatiOns  and  mechamsrns  for  dlstnbuung  illfonnatJOn  and  other 
resources all play an essential role 
1lle  build-up  of this  infrastructure  IS  the  outcome  of a  number  of pnvate  and  public 
lllJUauves  The result Y>ill  depend large!~ on  the1r coherence 
••  A second prerequisite of success for the SME 1s a strong absorpnon capac1ry  A  whole 
range of functions can be  Jdenllfied wh1ch  aJlo.,..  SMEs to make the most of the  resour~ of 
thetr owtronment, pa.rllcularly m the technolog•cal sector  'W'here they extst. R&D teams play 
the  main role.  Otbef"'1~. and  most  frequently.  the  firm  recru1ts  engmcers  and  techniCians 
who lcnow the R&D world ill  particular. and mnovat10n partners ill general 
Sch~mes  desi~~d to en~endu  •  favourable environment 
Schemes  designed to engender a  favourable  and  access1ble  envtronment  can  be  grouped  m 
four ob  j ccti ves: 
la..  to help !OaJ!Innovanon poltnes (rcg•onal or national) to improve the ta.rget1ng and 
organisation of  their JrullatJvcs. 
lb.  to  zmprow the qual1ry (through tra.Jnmg.  publicatiOn of the lcammg module. etc) 
oftechnolog~cal and manaRenal porrners ofSMEs. 
lc.  to assist financwl porrners for the 1nnovanve S!YfE; 
ld.  to change SMEs' arnrudes to 1nnovanon 61 
}a.  To  h~lp local innovation policies (regional or national) to improve the targeting and 
organisation of  th~ir iniriatives: 
Local innovation policies can play a key role in making a variety of  initiatives, all apparently 
quite different, implemented by the  vanous pmcue or public SME  partners, into a  coherent 
whole. It is therefore a priority to support those  responsible for the policies. while mcreasmg 
European cohesion by disseminating best practJces. 
A- Those responsible for reg10nal  policies (at least most of them) are still  fee!Lng  the1r  way 
and looking to find suca"Ssful models from other  reg~ons. The folloWUl£  SPR.P.\1 mJUall\'es 
mclude this as a rationale 
the RTAC ndtt.·ork and 1ts  spcc1allscd workmg group 
the  RIITS and RTP projects  wh1ch  put  forward  to  the  reg1ons  a  prOJect  for  an 
C\ aluat1on and a re-defuution of their strategy 
- the  sci~nce park consultancy sclrenu that helps  local  policy makers to create a  sc1ence 
park (technopole) and then to evaluate 1t  (part of the RITTS) 
B- Except for this last scheme, SPRP...'Ts actmry here is  onJy recent; It  IS  therefore d.Jfficult 
to assess to what extent eXJstmg  needs  are  t..uiJed  Clearly,  1t  IS  still  except1onal  for  the 
management of structUral funds to be  111Sp1rcd  by SPRINTs expcnence and th1s  programme 
IS  far from providing a complete set of models for act1on to reg1onal  pohcy JTJakers 
lb.  Improve tire  quality (through  training,  publication of the learning module,  etc.) of 
uchnological and managaial partnus of  SMEs: 
The  jobs  of SME  partners  are  rc:lauvcly  n~ and  It  seems  necessary  to  unprovc  the 
professiOnal sUndard of those practitioners. to dJsscrrunatc advances m  methodology and to 
launch  pilot  projects  m  wh1ch  .. -anous  mtcract1on  mechamsrns  betv•ecn  SMEs  and  the1r 
partners are tested 
A -And therefore: 
- the  Hlu~ tutalysis,  de$ign  and  quality  programmes  make  the  most  of  European 
experiences so as to offer professionals some: trammg modules; 
- the  MINT progra~  pilots suhrtdtud management consultancy and  mcludcs  vanous 
consultation methods and tools. 
- SfHcific Proj~cts (SPAL) enables the collaboration betv.·een  RTOs and users (SMEs but 
also public authorities) to be assessed  The narurc: of the service RTOs render to SMEs is, in 
fact.  undergoing  radical  change,  but  by no  means  everyone  is  affected.  For example,  a 
number of  sectoral resource centres have kept the  system of collectively-funded research.  It 
is therefore very useful  to compare, through pilot schemes, the value of services rendered by 
the various intenncdiaries to the \-arious categories of firms; 62 
- the PRISMIFEICRO sub-programme and  two recent conferences could become the basis 
for an evaluation ofRTO pcrfonnance. 
B- In spite ofthis apparent wealth of initiatives, SPRINT is a  long way from filling all the 
gaps in  the system;  for example,  nothing  is  dooe  to improve market analysis or to adapt 
mdustrial property practices to the needs of an SME Y.i.s.hing  to sell products throughout the 
European market or to worl in a  European consortium.  (others are working on tius. but 1s 
th1s  "'1th the aun of promonng mnovatlon in standard SMEs?) 
I c.  Financial partners for thi! innavatiw SME 
:\- SPRINT was the first to tackle this very difficult problem 
-Transnational im·t!.Stment fora which bnng together investors and entrepreneurs once m 
a year: 
-TPF pilot expcnment {Tt!chnology Paformana Financing) 
-ElMS workshops and studies on the 1mport from the USA of mccharusms considered there 
to  be  particularly  useful  to  pnvate  mvcstment  for  mnovation  NASDAQ type  of market, 
s.ecu n u z.a ti  on, eu: 
B- Because  of a  lack  of terms  of reference  and  resources,  SPRTh'Ts  action  here  has 
rr::nurned  at  the  reflection  and  cxpcnmenuuon  levc:l  nus  nught  actually  be  considered 
suffic1ent  for  a  honzontal (strategic) programme,  proVlded  that  mccharusrns  are  found  for 
ucklmg dctccted needs  for  wtuch SPRINT has  ready-t.ested  solutJons  to put  forward  DG 
XVIII  lS  therefore  takmg  on  the  respons1btl1ty  of  supportmg  the  market  for  gro"'th 
comparues  (EUROSDAQ)  encouraged  by  the  EYCA  network;  another  example  1s  DG 
XXIII, which implemented a programme 10 support of ftsced cap1talft  firms 
However, support for financ1al  mtermedJanes clearly remams very modest and we hope that 
a more ambitious and  S)'Stcma1.1C action Y..lll  develop W1Uun the tiurd act.JVlty (or elsewhere) 
lnnovation in SMEs is  handicapped more by the lack of financial partners than by European 
technology lagging behind  It IS  knoy,n already, notably thanks  to the ElMS, what could be 
done  intelligently  Wlth  pubhc  money  (for  cumple  mcrea.sed  guar.l!ltecs  for  "small 
businesses", support for the launch of seed cap1tal, l.Ilcre.ase of pnvatc funds, etc )  The third 
activity could therefore be the framcwor)(  for  J"le\1,.  trutJatives  l1l  support of European venture 
1  capital firms and experimentation tn  terms of pnvatc financmg for mnovation 
/d.  To drangi! SMEs'attitud~ to innavation: 
Most European SMEs are still quite shy of umovat1on, and most of all of letting a  number of 
partners have a hand in  a  process wh1ch  IS  the nucleus of the1r strategy. Tius obsession v.ith 
secrecy, this reluctance to make their capital available and the inability to find  partners and 
to make the most of  them  often lead to failure 63 
lndeed, the mere fact of  being involved in innovation leads an SME to: 
change its internal organisation, e.g.  by deploying most of its active workforce rn  a 
smgle project; 
open  itself  up  to  external  partners  and  establish  itself  both  upstream  and 
doY.nstream  of production  Y.1thm  an  intensely  interactive  network  of compamcs 
(small and large); 
go rntemauonal; 
develop  a  strong  capacity  for  absorption  in  general,  which  could  well  be  the 
necessary and adequate prerequisite for crcaung JObs. 
A- The  SPRINT  programme  has  tackled  this  very  important  aspect  of mnovatwn  on!~ 
recently, and furthermore m a modest Y.-ay: 
through the development ofthe RTAC nawork. in  Jts  "multJ-purposc·mnovauon 
consultant" component, whose mam ask is to heighten SME awareness of the 
resources in their environment; 
by networking national or reg1onal programmes for mobilising mnovat1on 
specialists (EUNET mobili.Jy truUatJve,  recently launched) 
Only  those  SMEs which  have  created  an  mtemal  mnovation  and  mterface  "umt"  are  m  a 
pos1t1on to d..ialogue Y.ith the1r envtronmcnt 
through some aspects of the Ml  NT nutiatJ ve 
B- Yet these schemes are  stJll  recent and  modestly funded  Analys•s of the  specific proJects 
followed  by  experimentation  would  enable  the  various  aspects  of the  problem  of human 
resources in SMEs to be tackled more dm:ct.ly. and that of thw absorptiOn capac1ty. 
2. Second objective: establishment of an area for the  fr~ circulation of technologies in 
the EU (and for appliotions for innovative products). 
Rationale: 
To ensure that. during its innovation process, each SME has all the necessary technole>g~es at 
iu disposal.  lhat is  the  objective,  if not  the  dream,  of all  programmes  oriented  towards 
dlSSemination, exploitation and technology transfer. The problem is  intrinsically difficult, as 
is  the case whenever a  very spec1allsed supply has to  match a  very personalised demand 
This is also why a number of interface serY!ces developed in the first  place, the improvement 
of  which was the goal of  the first objective 
1lli.s problem already exists in  any homogeneous economic space, e.g.  in  the  US  or Alsace, 
but it is  much more acute m the  European market  because of the  national  bamers  cultural 64 
differences, different languages, laws, etc.  are so many obstacles to the free  circulation of 
technological knowledge. 
Similarly,  the  segmentation  of the  European  market  remains  a  serious  obstacle  to  the 
dissemination  of products.  lf these  products  "inrorporate"  technology  (tools,  software. 
materials etc.), an extra difficulty is added to technology dissemination. 
But  more  generally,  the  innovation  process  embraces  successful  conunercta.lisa1.1on,  and 
noY.-adays,  this means etablishing oneself in  a  vast market; but surveys concerning radJcally 
new products show that gettmg established in another European country ts JUst  as dJfficult as 
m the US.  The States remain the  ideal market for the  internatiorta.l expansaon of a  product, 
which is a serious handicap for European SMEs. 
Possible initiatives: 
To combat these vanous obstacles, to get closer to the free  circulatiOn of technologaes and to 
rontnbute  to  the  creatJon  of a  real  smgle  market  of IJUlovatave  products,  a  number  of 
trullat.Jves should a.un at: 
2a  Europeamse the vanous parmers of  SAfEr by creanng neMorks: 
2b  Europeamse mformanon supphed to SAl& by the1r vanous parmers. 
2c  Create mteractlon areas m well defined segments; 
2d  F1ght regulatory bamers 
2a.  Europeanise the various innm·ation partnas of  SMEs by creaJing nenmrks 
A- SPRINT supports macr~naworh  h.avmg established a  European community amongst 
most SME partners; the EACRO 11etwork  (for contract research orgarusat10ns); the RTAC 
fldWorlc  (for national  pohcy-ma.kers  m  support  of mnovat.Jon);  the  EVCA  network  (for 
venture  capitalists)  and  the  EUROTECH  network  arc  now  mdependcnt  Other  partners 
(consultants, technology brokers, ARJST, etc ) arc now grouped in  Til's network which  as 
now no longer officially hnlced to SPRINT 
1be  activity of these  networks  IS  modest.  but  they  guarantee  a  mmunum  of rec1procal 
knowledge  and  keep  al1vc  the  1dea  of  a  European  commuruty  (e g.  through  regular 
conferences); they sustain a ·European reflex·  "Thc:ar efficaency IS  assessed m Part Three 
Mini-networks as described m Annes  I arc more a.ctJve 
8  - Besides networks of int.crmcdaanes,  n~rworb of  firms  seem to  become  mcrea.smgly  a 
topic, whatever their nature (SMEs only, large:  firms and SMEs, etc.)  SPRINT has prepared 
the  field  through  initiatives  such as  TfDa~ or some  ElMS  workshops  and  studies;  but 
oothing  really important .,-as  launched  There could be  an unportant slot here for the  th.ard 
activity to fill and one wh1ch could benefit from the expenence not only of SPRINT, but also 
of  EUREKA. CRAFT, etc 65 
2b.  Europeanise informaJion supplied to SMEs by thdr various partnas 
A - SPRINT has only induectly dealt "'ith tlus unportant problem, wruch is  the pnmc target 
of other programmes such as VALUE 
-However, the newly-emergmg RTAC nnwork may, in  the future,  bnng an  11Tlportant 
cootribution  it may c:ncourage, under certain conditions to be  defined by the network, 
the  \-anous  proxmury  partners  of SMEs  to  make  all  or  parts  of thm  databases 
generally available. 
h  should  be  noted  that  some  SPR.f1\.'T  networks  (notably  ORT  networks)  publish 
newsletter 
B  -As  the  successor to  the  VALUE  programme,  the  third  acti\1tY  rna\  find  considerable 
scope for action here 
2c.  Create intaaction areas in preciu slots: 
A - This 1s  what rroni-nnworlcs do, they are alliances groupmg a  small number of partners 
for co-<>pc:rat1ve activities 
mini RTO networks m the technological sector 
tnJ'ni inta-firm nnworks (transfer of licence) 
the "udrnology transfa day"  miuaove comes  under both this  obJective and the  first 
one (2a) since each orgaruser ass1gns a particular objective to the TfDay wruch corresponds 
to the local  SME demand  A large number of firms  seem  to have found correspondents and 
European scope for their irutiauves 
- the new SPNET project 
- transnational invGt~nt  fora 
finally,  the  SfHdf~e Projects  are  demonstration  activities  to  determine  optimum 
conditions for trans-regional technology transfer. a1 ready developed to some extent. 
B - SPR.fl\IT pulled out of "thematic networks• which  were active in  the  1980s  The idea 
was  taken  oo  by  the  BRITE-EURAM  programme,  from  which  it  received  substantial 
funding.  Specific third  acuvity proJects  pro"1dc a tool  for  experimentation and action  in  a 
v.ide-opcn field. 66 
]d. Combat regulatory barriers: 
A- Only  abortive attempts can  be  reported  on,  e.g.  an attempt to  solve the problem of 
intellectual property. 
B - Considering SPRINTs knowledge of the  pattern of innovative SMEs, the programme 
could have become their legitimate spokesman  (with  DG  XXIII  and DG  XVI)  and drawn 
attention  to  the  bamers  they  still  face,  unknov.  n  to  large  firms  v.1 th  dJ versified  human 
resources. 
For  example,  multinationals  (includmg  US  and  Japanese  ones)  can  cope  f.urly 
successfully v.ith the segmented  European market, whereas SMEs still regard the US market 
as more accessible because 1t  IS  more homogeneous. Furthermore, as pre  ... 1ously mentioned, 
no. thought  is  given  to  a  ltcensmg  poltcy  for  SMEs.  A  further  example  the  tlmd actJVlty 
could continue the contemplatwn started  by ElMS of a  generalised standards S\ stem based 
on performance and 1ts outcome, tc:.  "pennonna!Jve" research to be developed m RTOs 
These  are  just  a  few  general  examples  of areas  in  which  SPRINT,  as  a  honz.ontal 
programme, could act as a  beacon and come up with proposals for  veri/cal nanonal or 
European programmes 
3. Third objective: supply SMEs with appropriate technolo~:ies 
Rationale: 
1be title  for this third objective may lead to confusiOn  It is  not  a  questton of developmg 
ra.dlcally new technological knowledge, whether I.Il  SPRINT or m the thud acttvtt\'; that IS  a 
Job for the  specific RID programmes (first actmty)  The t1me-consummg and difficult goal 
here is  to adapt knowledge developed  m  a  laboratory to  i.ll:.:  requ1rcments of an  liU1ovatJve 
SME project. The  knowledge  may also  have  been  tested  .:Uready  by  mcorporation  mto  a 
commerciaJisod product or process, but m a complet.cly different range of products or sector. 
When these adapution tasks  are conducted collecttvely, for a  range of products or a  sector, 
integration time and effort for an S ME can be  greatly reduced. Such tasks are central to the 
work of various technical centres (RTOs. CRTs. CROs), whether thetr acttvity rs  centred on 
individual projects or joint ventures 
A- Without insisting  too much on  Uus  Uurd  objective. SPRINT has accumulated some 
experience in this area thanks to • 
some min; RTO naworks, but  financta.l  support  is  modest  and  can  only  cover ilie 
extra costs incurred through cooperation, 
some Spedfic  Proj~cts. 67 
B - This is  merely a fraction of a task which will  be growing in importance under the third 
activity.  For example,  in  some  countries  it  will  be  important to guarantee the  launch  of 
Technology Resource Centres (TRCs) with specific targets, during the difficult years before 
the SME clientele becomes established. 
More generally, there is  a need to redefine completely the services to be provided bt TRCs. 
this could be based on a TRC auditing system 
Ill  Ill  Ill  Ill  Ill 68 
ANNEX3: 
NOTE ON mE  /~RULE 
1/'vTERACnON H1m mE  PROGRAMMES OF mE  FIRST ACnnn· 
li1  accordance Y.ith the DecisiOn of the  European  Parliament and the  Council of 26  Apnl 
1994 on  the Fourth Framework Programme, the activities  111  the field of d.!ssemmatwn and 
explOitation are also to be implemented by the specific programmes of the  first  actl\1ty  A 
sum  represent111g  an  average  of  I  %  of the  total  budget  of the  Fourth  Framework 
Programme  is  allocated  to  the  d.!ssenunation  and explo1tatwn  of results  of the  research 
programmes. The research programmes trnplement activities  in  the  field  of dissCTTUilatlOn 
and exploitation relat111g to the1r  respective fields of research, rn  close co/iahoranon ..., iln 
the Thu·d ActiVIty. 
This dec1sion  opens  up  a  new  field  of actJ\1ty  for  SPRINT-type  Lnltlatives  The  panel 
perce1ves this opportunity as highly trnportant  111  two respects 
strengthen111g the hnk  between RTD and demand/use as an  trnportant preconditiOn for 
effic1ent dissenunallon and t«:hnology transfer and the 
trnprovement  of  hnks  between  SPRit-.'T  l11lUatJves  and  the  specific  research 
programmes. 
Indeed the application of the  I 
0/crrulcby the  specific programmes should allow at  an  early 
stage of the  projects  111volvcmcnt  of all  poss1ble  users  (SMEs,  large  firms,  consumers, 
financing institutions, standard.!sation)  "The  spec1fic contribution of SPRINT would be  to 
emphasize  the  diffus1on  of  technologies  and  of  know-how  towards  SMEs  and  to 
emphasize the needs of  these firms  111  the process of p Ianning R&D p rograrrtrnes. 
Specific contributions of SPRINT  -f)pe lfUllatives might be: 
- use of  existing network infrastructure of the third activity by the research programmes; 
- exchanges  of experience  of approaches.  methods,  new  tools  of dissemination  and 
exploitation and in the dcs1gn of LMO\-atlon-fnc:ndl)· research programmes, 
- piJO(  projects  for  testing.  demonstrating  and  learning  nev.·  v.-ays  of  trnpro\I'Ulg 
dissemination in the fields of: 
•  the  transferability and  adaptability  of technologies  or  research  results  from  one 
sector to another or from  one technology sector to another (spillover and  transfer 
effects); 69 
•  new  ways  of involving  future  users  and  institutions  potentially  crucial  to  the 
innovation  phase  well  upstream  of  the  innovation  process  (financing  and/or 
regulatory bodies, etc.); 
•  development of new tools  for  long-term forecasting of demand,  new social  nood.s 
and  technical  and scientific developments as an aid to designing targeted  research 
programmes. 
The main functions of tk third activity in the  use of the "1 %" should be:  coordination, 
pilot  experiments  and,  more  generally,  its  expertise  and  its  relations  \\ith  innovation 
infrastructures.  The  in-depth  knowledge  of the  needs  of various  types  of SMEs  that 
SPRINT has  gained following  its  industry-oriented activities should allow for  improved 
planning of R&D programmes. 
The  panel  stresses  the  importan~ of careful  design  of the  coordinatiOn  rnecharusrn 
necessary for the role of the third activity to be accepted  . 
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ANNEX 5 
MANDATE FOR THE SPRINT FINAL REVIEU' PANEL 
1.  The panel is  composed of persons who are appointed  by the  Director 
General, DG XIII, and will serve in their personal capacity. Their views 
therefore in no way commit or should be influenced by their employing 
organisations. 
2.  The panel is invited: 
a)  to  assess  the  extent to  which  SPRINT has  fulfilled  its  initial 
objectives, and its impact v.ith attention to the cost-effectiveness of 
the actions; 
b) to  appraise  the  continued relevance  of its  rationale  and  main 
activities  in  the  present  Community  context  having  regard  to 
current and prospective needs and taking into account the evolving 
policy context, in particular the subsidiarity principle; 
c) to  formulate  suggestions  for  possible  adjustments  and/or 
modifications  that  could  be  introduced  in  order  to  improve  th~ 
effectiveness of future  Community activities in  the  area presently 
covered by SPRINT, in the light of the above assessments. 
3.  The panel members have access to all relevant information  nec~ssary to 
perform their task.  The secretariat of the panel will be provided by one 
of its members with the logistic support of the Commiss10n services. 
4.  Subject to  the  prior approval  of the  Commission.  the  panel  members 
may  travel  within  the  Community  to  interview  persons  about  the 
programme and to see work in progress. 
• • • • • CRO 
CRAFT 
CRT 
EACRO 
ElMS 
EVNET 
EUROSDAQ 
EVCA 
FEICRO 
FWP 
fTP 
JET 
LFR 
MINT 
ANNEX6: 
List of  acronyms!  List~  d~  acronymes 
Contract Research Organisations 
Organisation de Recherche sous Contrat 
CooperatJVe Research Action for Technology 
Action co-<>perative pour Ia  Recherche technologJque 
Centre Regionaux pour Ia Technolog1e 
Regional T  echnole>g~cal Centres 
European Association of Contract Research Orgarusauons 
Assoc1at10n Europeenne d'Agences de Recherche sous Contra! 
European Innovation Morutoring System 
European fellowstup Network 
Reseau pour des bourses Europecnncs 
European Orgamsallon of Secunties Dealers and QuotatiOns 
European Venture Cap1tal Assoc1ation 
Assoc1at10n Europcennc de Cap1ta.J a  Risque 
Federation of European lndustnal Cooperation Research 
Organisations 
Federauon Europecnne d'Orgarusauons de Recherche pour  Ia 
Cooperation lndustnclle 
Framey.·ork Programme 
Programme Cadre 
Technology Performance Fmancing Scheme 
Plan de F  l.lla1lCeTTlCflt  de Ia T echnologie selon sa PerfomnJI<;e 
Jeunes Entreprises T echnologiques 
New Technology Based F mns 
Less Favoured Regions 
Rigions mains Favonsees 
Managing the Integration of  Ney.· Technologies 
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NTBF 
OCDE 
ORT 
PME 
R&D 
RTD 
RfiTS 
RTAC 
RTO 
RTP 
SME 
SPAL 
SPCS 
SPNET 
Gerer !'Integration des Nouvelles Technologies 
National Association of  Securities Dealers and Quotations 
New Technology Based Firms 
Jeunes Entreprises T  echnologiques 
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Organisation pour la Cooperation et le I>evelopement Economique 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developemcnt (OECD) 
Organisations de recherche et de tcchnologie 
Research and Technology Organisations 
Petites et Moyennes Entreprises 
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 
Research and Development 
Recherche et Developpement 
Research and Technology Development 
Recherche et Developement des Technologies (RDD 
Regional Innovation and Technology Transfer Strategies and 
lnfrastructu res 
Infrastructures et Strateg1es Regionales de Transfert de Technologies 
ct de Soutien a  l'lnnovallon 
Regional Technology Advtsol')· Centres 
Centres regionaux de Conseil en tcchnologie 
Research and Technology Organisations 
Orgarusations de Recherche et de T  echnologie 
Regional Technology Plans 
Plans regionaux T  echnologique 
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 
Petites ct Moyennes Entreprises 
Specific ProJects Action Line 
Ligne d'action des ProJets Specifiques 
Science Parle Consultancy Scheme 
Progranune d'cude au conseil en matiere de pares  scientifiques 
Science Parle Networking 
R.Cseaux de Pares Scicntifiques SPRINT 
SQW 
TPF 
TRC 
TT 
TTDa,·s 
VALUE 
~c  !Jogramme for INnovation and [echnology transfer 
Programme Strategique pour )'innovation et le Tranfert de 
T  echnologie 
Segal Quince W ic.ksteed (UK consultancy firm) 
Technology Performance Flllailcing Scheme 
Plan de  Fmana.--mcnt de la Technologic selon sa Pcrformanc.: 
Technology Resource Centre 
Centre de Ressources technologiques 
Technology Transfer 
Transfert de Technolog1e 
Technology Transfer Days 
Joumees des Transfert de Technolog1c 
VaJonsat.Jon et UtJI!sa.t1on pour J'Europc 
VaJonsa.~on and UtJhsat1on  for Europe 
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U"' 
NEEDS 
RTAC 
(Definition Phase) 
COMPANIES 
..  JET (NTBF) 
Strone potential for 
erowth 
b.  Research 
Intensive Companies 
(R.I.C) 
c.  Standard SMEs  XX 
jSee list of acronyms, annex 6) 
TADLE I 
Innovation needs or various categories or SMEs 
TECHNO-
LOGICAL  MANAGEMENT  FINANCIAL  RID SUBSIDIES 
PARTNERS  HELP  RESOURCES  (SBIR type ••. ) 
(RTO, CRT  ... ) 
I 
XX  XXX  X 
(+NASDAQ) 
X  X  XX 
XX  X  X TAOLE 2 
OpfrltOIJ in Innovation and lyprs of inirialivr under SPRINT 
Category or 
operator 
CONSULTANTS  RT01  RTAC1  SCIENCE  FINANCING  REGIONS  SME~ 
PARKS  SYSTEM 
Type ol 
lalclatlve 
I 
-?=; 
Scudy  Value analysis  ElMS  ElMS  ElMS  ElMS  ElMS 
Design  NASDAQ  (Clusters, 
Quality  NTBF) 
E1perlmenc  MINT  SPAL  SPNET (7)  TPF  SPAL  SPAL 
SPAL 
Evaluation of 
Evaluation  specific  RITTS park  RITTS 
projects  RTP 
Til  Mini- RTAC networks 
Network!  IT Days  networks  SPNET (?)  EVCA  TT Days 
lnCeraction  Fora 
a~a! 
-~  ---------
(See Annex 6  list of acronyms) TADLf.3 
QbjtctivM of the SPRINT Proeramme and types of initiative 
Objective  I 
INFLUENCING  INFLUENCING  DISSEMINATION  EUROPEANISATION 
SPECIALIST  INSTRUMENTS AND 
OPERATORS  POLICY-MAKERS 
Type of initiative 
Study  VA,  D,  Q  ElMS  ElMS 
E1periment  MrNT  RTACs  TPF (?)  SPAL 
~ 
SPAL  TPF 
SPNETi?l  SPAL 
Evaluation  regional  RITTS  RITTS 
Networks  R  TO mini-networks  EVCA -> NASDAQ  Mini-networks of brokers  TT Days 
Interaction areas  RTAC mini-networks  RTO mini-networks  All networks 
RTAC mini-networks 
TT Days 
Til 
- - -- - -- - -- -
(See Annex 6:  list of acron}ms) -.{.) 
oa 
OPERATORS 
CONSULTANTS 
OBJECTIVI:S 
MINT 
Innu~nclnltpcclalllt  Mini -networtcs 
o~raton  VA-D-Q 
Influencing 
lnstn~mcnt1 and policy- MINT 
maktn 
lforizonlal tchtmt• 
Euro~anisation  Til 
Tcchnoloc  Mmi-networks 
dl~mlnatlon 
Tf Days 
-------·-- - L__ -------
(See Annex 6: list of  acron}ms) 
TABLF: 4 
Proerammr ohjrclivts Jutd  lnno\'~tlion optr~tlor~ 
FINANCING  RTOs  RTAC' 
SYSTEM 
EASD  Mini-networks  RTACs 
SPAL 
TPF  SPAL 
Euro SDAQ  DG  XII 
(DG XVIII, 
XXI II etc) 
EVCA 
Fora  EACRO  RTACs 
TPF (7)  M1ni-nctworks  RTACs (7) 
-- -- ---
SCIF~NCE 
PARKS  REGION  SME~ 
s 
Absorption 
Feas1bility  RTACs  capacity (?) 
SPAL 
RITTS park  RIITS 
RTPs 
I 
SPAL 
DGXVI  DG  XVI  DG XXIII 
SPNET (7)  Networks (7) 
IT  Days 
IT  Days 
--~ 
INNOVATION POLICY 
PUBLIC FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
FINANCIAL SYSTEM 
SME PARTNERS 
CONSULTANTS 
·~ 
IN~ 
Ot--
i'.>.. 
~ 
SME  ~ 
t 
< 
~ 
~~  ..... 
3') 
OTHER SMEs· 
TECHNICAL RESOURCE 
CENTRES 
RTO 
ADVISERS IN TECHNOLOGICAL 
INNOVATION 
FIGURE  .. I Appendix B 
List of evaluation reports on SPRINT activities 
•  SPRINT mid-term evaluation  1992 
•  Evaluation of  Intermediaries networks  1992-93 
•  Evaluation of  Research and Technology Organizations (RTO) networks  1994 
•  Evaluation of  Specific Projects (Phase I and II)  1993-94 
•  Evaluation of  the Managing the Integration ofNew Technologies (MINT) Scheme  1994-95 
•  Evaluation of  the Science Park Scheme  1994-95 
•  Evaluation ofthe Community Innovation Survey (CIS)- Phase I  1994 
•  Evaluation of  the Technology Performance Financing (TPF) Scheme  1994-95 ISSN 0254-1475 
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